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Abstract 
Processes including metabolism, movement, language, learning, and cognition are all 
delivered through the complex functioning of the nervous system. In the human brain, 
these processes are produced by an estimated 85 billion neurons (Azevedo et al., 2009), 
which in turn connect to each other through an immeasurable number of neural synapses. 
Studies describing the functional properties of the nervous system can be found dating 
back to ancient Egypt, where the effects of lobotomies as treatment for neurological 
ailments were described (Cave, 1950; Nevin et al., 2010; Loukas et al., 2011; Fanous and 
Couldwell, 2012). A more modern understanding of how the anatomy of the nervous 
system underlies behaviour began to develop in the early 19th century, when Marie-Jean-
Pierre Flourens used vertebrate models to understand how the removal of brain regions 
affected behaviour (Flourens, 1842; Yildirim and Sarikcioglu, 2007).  
 
Since these first descriptions were carried out, numerous other studies describing how the 
anatomy and function of neural populations underlie behaviours have been performed in 
humans, however ethical and physical limitations associated with these experiments have 
meant that research has turned to non-human models for describing neural function. 
Although mammalian models have been favoured historically, they have properties that 
limit the incisiveness of studies, especially at the circuit level, that can be performed. 
Larval zebrafish, which possess a simplified nervous system and other favourable 
experimental properties, offer an appealing alternative for the study of the nervous system. 
In particular, recent advances in microscopy and optical physiology allow for simultaneous 
observation and manipulation of neural circuits in vivo in larval zebrafish. This, paired with 
modern labelling and visualization techniques for the anatomy of neural circuits, has 
resulted in a plethora of studies directly linking the anatomy of a circuit to both its activity 
and function. Because of their small size, relatively conserved neuroanatomy and 
transparency at larval stages, zebrafish are an ideal candidate for describing both the 
anatomy and function of neural circuits using optical physiology. My aim, in this thesis, is 
to apply these techniques to describe the anatomy and function of neural circuits formed 
within the teleost equivalent of the superior colliculus, the optic tectum. 
 
Historically, the teleost tectum has been viewed as a visual structure, and models of its 
function have focused almost exclusively on retinal inputs. In contrast, its mammalian 
counterpart, the superior colliculus, integrates inputs from a multitude of brain regions 
relaying information from multiple sensory modalities. In this thesis, I use both anatomical 
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and functional approaches to describe projections from the thalamus, the hypothalamus, 
and the cerebellum into the tectum of larval zebrafish. My finding that the larval zebrafish 
tectum receives diverse inputs suggests that it is a more complete counterpart to the 
mammalian superior colliculus than has previously been recognized. Specifically, this 
thesis shows that the thalamus, hypothalamus, and cerebellum target specific regions of 
the tectal neuropil; the thalamus projects to the entirety of the neuropil, whereas the 
hypothalamus and cerebellum specifically target the deepest laminae. Notably, I show that 
the thalamus and hypothalamus target non-retinorecipient laminae of the neuropil, 
suggesting that the information they carry is not necessarily visual. I have also used 
optogenetic techniques to show that the tectal afferent information is received by tectal 
periventricular neurons. Through a careful analysis, I show that the thalamus sends a 
combination of excitatory and inhibitory signals, whereas the cerebellum sends purely 
excitatory, and the hypothalamus sends purely inhibitory signals.  
 
The filtering of visual information in the larval zebrafish has traditionally been attributed to 
circuits within the retina and tectum, with outputs to motor areas of the brain that drive 
behaviour. To explore whether projections from other brain regions influence tectal activity 
and visual behaviour, I undertook a study describing how thalamic projections to the 
tectum affect its processing of visual stimuli. This study has resulted in two major findings. 
For the first time it proves that the thalamus of larval zebrafish responds to visual cues. I 
also show, through ablation of the thalamic projections to the tectum, that thalamic input to 
the tectum is necessary for tectal responses to threatening visual stimuli, and to the larva’s 
eventual adaptive escape response.  
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1.1 Preamble 
The brain is solely responsible for integrating information from the environment. These 
environmental cues are integrated by neurons, which then shape the behaviours that allow 
us to interact appropriately with our surroundings. How our brain allows us to perform 
these behaviours is still largely a mystery; this is due to the complexity of the organ itself. 
In humans, millions of neurons form an immeasurable number of synaptic connections, 
which are organised into functional circuits that work together to shape all aspects of 
behaviour. Understanding how these millions of neurons drive behavioural processes often 
relies on multidisciplinary research, which characterises the anatomical and functional 
properties of neural populations. The challenge in understanding how these millions of 
neurons drive behavioural processes mainly lies in describing how they are organised into 
functional neural populations, and then determining what these populations are 
responsible for.  
 
The term ‘Neurology’ was coined by the English physician Thomas Willis, who is thought 
to be the pioneer of neuroanatomy studies. Willis’ first work; Cerebri anatome, elaborately 
describes the anatomy of numerous brain regions at minute detail, however the 
philosophical conclusions that were made as a result to these descriptions are not often 
reflected in modern neuroscience (O'Connor, 2003). Nevertheless, our understanding of 
the anatomy of neural systems has been expanded on greatly since these first 
observations that occurred some 350 years ago. The uses of technologies such as 
immunohistochemistry and light microscopy have shaped what we now know about the 
anatomy of the nervous system. Functionally, techniques such as electrophysiology, 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) have 
allowed scientists to describe the neural populations that are responsible for certain 
behaviours. The additional use of small model systems in neuroscience has greatly 
advanced our knowledge of the anatomy and function of the brain. As opposed to humans, 
these smaller models bypass the majority of ethical considerations that need to be taken 
when performing neuroscience studies, and thus have allowed for detailed descriptions of 
the anatomical and functional properties of distinct neural populations. Recent advances in 
optophysiology and optogenetic techniques have allowed for this anatomical work to be 
functionally dissected; by precisely modulating the activity of a subset of neurons 
optogenetically, and visualising the corresponding optophysiological changes in peripheral 
brain structures, we can start to infer what the functional connections of these brain 
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structures are. Furthermore, by noninvasively using optogenetics to modulate neuronal 
activity during behavioural processes, we can start to unravel what functional or 
behavioural processes a particular brain structure is involved in. 
 
The larval zebrafish model has recently gained popularity for answering these 
aforementioned questions regarding neural anatomy and function. Numerous advantages 
offered by the model have allowed for precise visualisation and modulation of neural 
populations, which have furthered our knowledge on how the brain is organised in a way 
that allows proper behavioural processes to occur. By further analysing the anatomical and 
functional properties of neural networks in this model, we are able to advance our 
knowledge of how the nervous system can drive behavioural processes. 
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1.2 Anatomical approaches for understanding neural circuits 
1.2.1 Anatomical descriptions of brain regions 
 1.2.1.1 Traditional staining techniques 
Since the invention and application of Golgi staining in the 19th century (Golgi, 1873; Cajal, 
1894), neuroscience has relied heavily on the use of exogenous probes to visualize the 
connectivity and properties of the nervous system (Pannese, 1999; Jones, 2007; Lanciego 
and Wouterlood, 2011; Pollock et al., 2014). The implementation of Golgi staining allows 
for the clear visualization of a small number of neurons in their entirety (Golgi, 1873; Cajal, 
1894) through the precipitation of silver chromate crystals in select neurons (Pannese, 
1999; Baloyannis, 2015). In contrast to this, Nissl staining acts through marking RNA 
molecules within a section of tissue. Nissl and a host of similar stains result in the 
visualization of the majority of neurons (and other cells) within a given area of the brain 
(Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1990; Jones, 2007).  
 
Both Golgi and Nissl staining reveal the anatomy of neural structures (Jones, 2007). In the 
case of Golgi staining, these descriptions are limited to a small number of neurons, 
whereas Nissl staining results in visualization of an enormous number of neurons. In 
neither case, however, are the visualised cells specific in terms of their lineage, structure, 
or neurochemistry.  In contrast to these techniques, immunohistochemistry allows for the 
visualization of a certain biomarker within a neural population (Iwanaga et al., 1989; 
Yoshie et al., 1989). It relies on the use of antigen-recognising antibodies: a specific 
protein in a sample is bound by a primary antibody raised in another organism, which is 
further recognized by a secondary fluorescent-tagged antibody. This results in the 
visualization of the regions of the brain that express the antigen targeted by the primary 
antibody.  The result of this innovation has been descriptions of the properties of multiple 
neural subtypes; something that would not be possible using either Golgi or Nissl staining 
alone.   
 
The use of histology based approaches for understanding neuroanatomy has led to 
hallmark discoveries about the nervous system, however limitations in these methods exist 
(Lanciego and Wouterlood, 2011; Jackson et al., 2014; Pollock et al., 2014).  Although 
immunohistochemical techniques are relatively simple to perform, the lack of a 
standardized protocol means that replicating results can be difficult to achieve, and in 
some instances antibodies do not exist for particular proteins in particular models. 
Additionally, immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence techniques rely on the use of 
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fixed tissue, and thus do not permit the descriptions of cellular processes in vivo. The 
recent surge in the use of transgenic models for neuroanatomical studies can circumvent 
these limitations, as they provide us with a means of genetically restricting gene 
expression. This means that the expression of specific fluorophores can be confined within 
a genetically-targeted subset of neurons, which can be fully explored to describe the 
anatomy and function of their population, especially in small transparent model systems.  
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Figure 1.1: Traditional approaches for describing neuroanatomy. A: Golgi staining of 
granular neurons in the mouse hippocampus. This staining method allows for visualisation of 
minute anatomical features of neurons, including individual dendritic processes (B-C). D-E: 
Nissl staining in the brain of a mouse with focus on the hippocampus (boxed region, E) shows 
the neuronal cell density within different brain regions. F: Immunofluorescent labelling of 
presynaptic terminals (red) in a section of the hippocampal dentate gyrus. DAPI staining (blue) 
indicates the location of neuronal cell bodies. All panels modified from (Gao et al., 2011).    
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 1.2.1.2 Transgenic approaches for labelling neural populations 
Transgenic animals are those in which exogenous genetic material has been added to the 
genome.  Transgenic approaches, therefore, allow for the expression of desired proteins in 
cells of interest throughout the nervous system (Lodish, 2000; Jackson et al., 2014).  This 
approach has been employed in many model systems, notably mice (Jaenisch and Mintz, 
1974; Gordon and Ruddle, 1981), Drosophila (Rubin and Spradling, 1982), C. elegans 
(Mello et al., 1991) and zebrafish (Higashijima et al., 1997; Ju et al., 1999). Typically, this 
approach involves first characterising the expression of genes or promoters within a neural 
population followed by the insertion of fluorescent markers under their control. This results 
in the expression of a given protein, typically a fluorophore, specifically in targeted 
neurons. In contrast to this approach, enhancer trapping employs a non-biased method to 
create transgenic lines. This involves the insertion of a transgene into random positions of 
the genome, resulting in the labelling of expression patterns specific to an unknown gene 
or promoter, which are then linked back to a specific anatomical phenotype (Jackson et al., 
2014). The creation of zebrafish transgenic lines using these methods has resulted in 
descriptions of the cellular anatomy of the neural populations that they express in, with (in 
some instances) very little expression elsewhere in the brain (Ellingsen et al., 2005).  
 
Following in the footsteps of work in Drosophila (Brand and Perrimon, 1993), enhancer 
trap screens in zebrafish have been further refined using the Gal4-UAS system (Davison 
et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2007b; Asakawa and Kawakami, 2008; Halpern et al., 2008). This 
technique offers many advantages over traditional enhancer trap techniques. These 
advantages stem from the bipartite nature of the system, which employs the use of two 
separate elements. In this approach, the Gal4 gene is inserted randomly within the 
genome, resulting in an enhancer-specific Gal4 expression pattern. The Gal4 protein, 
which acts as a transcriptional activator, binds to an upstream activating sequence (UAS), 
which then drives the expression of a downstream target gene. Unlike traditional 
transgenesis, the creation of multiple target genes driven by UAS allows multiple proteins 
to be driven in a tissue of interest. Biological properties of these trapped neurons can be 
characterised further through anatomical analyses or immunohistochemistry, for instance. 
 
 1.2.1.3 Trans-synaptic tracing of neural circuits 
Understanding the connectivity of the nervous system is necessary to understand how 
neural populations can communicate with each other and drive behavioural processes. 
Dye-based methods can be used to describe the location of pre or postsynaptic terminals 
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of a structure, whereas transynaptic markers allow researchers to visualise a brain 
structure’s afferent or efferent targets. Fluorescent dyes, such as Fluorogold (Schmued 
and Fallon, 1986) and Diamidino Yellow (Keizer et al., 1983) are transported retrogradely 
through axons, and result in labelling of the corresponding axonal cell bodies. The different 
properties offered by these dyes, which include transport speed and the structure labelled, 
can be utilised in many experimental setups, such as the study of synaptic connections 
before and after injury (Keizer et al., 1983; Schmued and Fallon, 1986; Naumann et al., 
2000). These dyes allows researchers to identify the origin of afferent axons that target a 
particular brain structure; this has been performed to describe the synaptic connections of 
many different brain regions, including the superior colliculus (Hilbig et al., 2000; Dallimore 
et al., 2002; Chiu et al., 2008; Cerkevich et al., 2014). 
 
In addition to traditional dye-based axonal mapping techniques, modern methods exist that 
enable the visualization of neurons presynaptic and postsynaptic to the neurons of 
interest.  The use of neurotropic viruses as a means of visualizing neural pathways has 
been an innovative tool for describing the anatomy of neural circuits (Ugolini, 1995, 2011; 
Ginger et al., 2013; Zampieri et al., 2014). In these methods, viruses are used as a self-
replicating tracer that can travel from the initial point of infection into synaptically 
connected neurons (Figure 1.2). The virus is then capable of replicating and propagating 
further along the network. Further refinement of this trans-synaptic mapping is possible 
with viral units lacking specific replication machinery, which are then expressed in subsets 
of neurons within the brain (Wickersham et al., 2007; Wall et al., 2010; Callaway and Luo, 
2015). This approach allows for the controlled spread of the virus throughout the nervous 
system, as it is only capable of replicating in neurons expressing the needed viral proteins.  
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Figure 1.2: Labelling neural circuits with viruses. A-B: Transynaptic viral 
labelling incorporates the use of a virus lacking necessary transcriptional 
machinery, which is then provided through the use of Cre-expressing transgenic 
animals and a helper virus. This results in the retrograde labelling of monosynaptic 
inputs to the site of injection. When injected into the barrel cortex of mice, which 
results in labelling of neurons at the site of injection (C), as well as labelling in the 
monosynaptic retrograde inputs to the barrel cortex, located in the primary 
somatosensory cortex (D). Images adapted from (Wall et al., 2010). 
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1.2.1.4 Genetic approaches for visualizing individual neurons 
The use of both dye and viral-based mapping techniques shed insight on the connections 
that a neural population has with the periphery, but generally do not allow for the 
visualization of individual neurons in isolation. Recombination-based anatomical tools 
allow the visualization of large populations of neurons, with each expressing a different 
combination of fluorophores. Brainbow1.0 was the first such tool, initially used to image 
numerous individual neurons in the mouse cerebellum (Livet et al., 2007). The Brainbow 
construct consists of an elegant combination of fluorescent proteins separated by 
incompatible lox sites. The expression of Cre recombinase results in the stochastic 
expression of fluorophores within individual neurons, which are identified based on their 
individual colour profiles (Figure 1.3). This technique has successfully been adapted in 
zebrafish as a tool for mapping the in vivo characteristics of neural circuits at the level of 
the single cell (Pan et al., 2011; Heap et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2013). 
 
In zebrafish, numerous other genetic techniques exist for visualising individual neurons 
within a brain structure. The transgenic line Brn3c:Gal4;UAS:mGFP (BGUG) has been 
used extensively as a tool for characterising the anatomical characteristics of individual 
neurons (Scott and Baier, 2009; Wyart et al., 2009; Xiao et al., 2011; Heap et al., 2013; 
Semmelhack et al., 2014). By molecular mechanisms that remain unclear, but that likely 
have to do with heavy variegation of the UAS, GFP expression is restricted to a small 
subset of Gal4-positive neurons.  This has the fortunate effect of labelling these sparse 
neurons clearly, and without interference from the surrounding neurons.  Studies taking 
advantage of this feature have described retinal projections of retinal projections (Xiao and 
Baier, 2007; Xiao et al., 2011; Goodhill et al., 2015; Kita et al., 2015b), as well as a tool for 
describing the cellular composition of the optic tectum (Scott and Baier, 2009), the 
cerebellum (Heap et al., 2013) and the hindbrain (Wyart et al., 2009). Aside from BGUG, 
individual neurons have been visualised in brain regions through inducing transient 
transgene expression. Through injecting a plasmid encoding for a UAS-linked fluorophore 
into an Gal4-expressing transgenic animal and visualising the transient expression of the 
UAS-linked transgene, topographic wiring of the cerebello-tectal projection has been 
described (Heap et al., 2013).   
 
The ability to combine all of these methods would allow for a near-complete anatomical 
analysis of the neural circuits formed within the population (Luo et al., 2008). By 
characterising the neurochemical properties of a specific neural subtype, one can infer the 
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type of function that it may have during neural processes. Detailed descriptions of the 
individual neurons within a structure reveal the building blocks for its neuronal circuits, and 
the identification of transynaptic partners suggests paths through which information might 
flow. All of these analyses further our understanding of a neural network at an anatomical 
level, but they provide limited information regarding how these circuits might actually work. 
The functional analyses necessary for gaining this understanding have also undergone a 
recent and dramatic transformation.    
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Figure 1.3: Labelling neurons using the Brainbow cassette. A: The Brainbow cassette 
consists of three fluorescent proteins, separated by different recombination sites. The addition 
of Cre recombinase results in site-specific deletion of particular fluorophores, depending on 
which recombination site is used. B: In zebrafish, this construct can be used to trace the cell-
lineage of neurons in the hindbrain, where neurons originating from one parent cell possess 
the same fluorescent profile compared.  Image adapted from (Pan et al., 2013). 
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1.3. Detecting and modulating neural activity 
 1.3.1 Electrophysiology 
Electrophysiology has been the gold standard for observing neuronal activity since it was 
first implemented (Li and Jasper, 1953). Electrophysiology allows individual action 
potentials and more subtle subthreshold events to be recorded from neurons with a high 
voltage sensitivity and high temporal resolution. This has allowed for the description of 
minute changes that occur at the cell membrane (Hamill et al., 1981; Connors et al., 1982; 
Scanziani and Hausser, 2009). Both the temporal and electrical sensitivity of 
electrophysiology remain unparalleled by recent technologies, however the technique has 
important limitations. The use of electrodes most often necessitates either the use of 
anaesthetized animals or ex vivo tissue preparations, which leave critical questions 
regarding the normal functioning of the nervous system unanswered (Bereshpolova et al., 
2007; Roe, 2007). Additionally, the small number of neurons sampled in a typical 
electrophysiology experiment provides limited information about population-level neural 
processing. 
 
 1.3.2 Functional Imaging 
Whole-brain functional imaging offers complementary information about neural activity. 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) are 
perhaps the most widely used approaches, both experimentally and clinically. In the case 
of fMRI, brain-wide neural activity is observed by visualizing changes in the levels of 
oxygenation and blood flow through brain regions (Glover, 2011). This method, although 
useful for inferring the overall activity of brain regions during behavioural processes, relies 
heavily on knowing what the baseline level of activity is within a neural population (van den 
Heuvel et al., 2009; van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010). EEG, in contrast to fMRI, 
records the electrical fluctuations of neurons located within the superficial areas of the 
brain (Light et al., 2010). This is done through placing multiple recording electrodes on the 
scalp of an animal, and recording from these over time.  
The major limitation shared by these techniques it that they lack cellular resolution (Darvas 
et al., 2004; Light et al., 2010). Without information about the activity of the individual 
constituent neurons, it is not possible to map out the functional architecture of behavioural 
circuits.  These limitations have been overcome by the recent advances in optical 
physiology, which has allowed researchers to describe activity across large populations of 
neurons with single cell resolution. 
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 1.3.3 Optical methods for observing neural firing events 
The key foundation of optical physiology is the use of an optical sensor, which exhibits a 
change in fluorescent intensity following a change in the electrical or chemical environment 
that it is in (Smedemark-Margulies and Trapani, 2013; Emiliani et al., 2015). When applied 
correctly, this approach circumvents many of the problems associated with all of 
electrophysiology, fMRI, and EEG; optophysiology is a minimally invasive technique, which 
can be either genetically or spatially restricted to either a small population of neurons, or to 
the entirety of the brain.  
 
Early optophysiology was based around fluorescent dyes, and dyes were developed that 
reported either on membrane voltages (Zecevic, 1996; Baker et al., 2005) or on calcium 
concentration (Eberhard and Erne, 1991; Lloyd et al., 1995; Baker et al., 2005). Although 
these dyes have continued to be refined, they are increasingly being supplanted by 
genetically encoded indicators (Nakai et al., 2001; Sakai et al., 2001; Tian et al., 2009a). 
As their main advantage, these optophysiological proteins can be expressed broadly or in 
targeted subsets of neurons, and eliminate the need for invasive dye injections. Voltage 
indicators have been developed to have a relatively high temporal resolution, with the 
ability to report on individual action potentials (Akemann et al., 2012; Inagaki and Nagai, 
2016). One limitation of the voltage sensing proteins is a low peak fluorescence change.  
This, paired with their relatively low signal to noise ratio, results in a lack of sensitivity that 
can be prohibitive in certain in vivo preparations.  
 
Recently developed genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) provide far greater 
sensitivity, although this comes with the cost of relatively slow kinetics. The most widely 
used of these, the GCaMP proteins, consist of a fusion protein between a circular-
permutated green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the calcium binding protein calmodulin 
(Miyawaki et al., 1997; Hires et al., 2008). The multiple variations of GCaMP proteins show 
great versatility across species, and have allowed for intricate imaging of neural 
populations during both spontaneous resting behaviour (Muto et al., 2013; Vanni and 
Murphy, 2014; Packer et al., 2015) and during sensory stimulation (Tian et al., 2009b; 
Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Temizer et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2016). Some 
preparations, especially in small models such as C. elegans and zebrafish larvae, permit 
this imaging while the animals are partially or completely free to move, thus permitting the 
exploration of navigation, motor control, free choice paradigms (Larsch et al., 2013; Muto 
et al., 2013; Muto and Kawakami, 2016).  By expressing these proteins panneuronally 
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(Figure 1.4), researchers are able to visualize the neural responses throughout the brain 
that accompany the presentation of controlled stimuli or the delivery of specific behaviours. 
They can thus infer which regions of the brain are responsible for given processes, while 
also visualising the real-time transfer of information among different cell types and different 
brain structures, something that until now has been difficult.  
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A B 
C 
Figure 1.4: Calcium imaging in the larval zebrafish tectum. A: Panneuronal 
GCaMP5 was used to visualise tectal responses in response to sensory stimuli. B: 
The cellular responses in all of the neurons present in (A). The timings of stimuli 
(red – vertical bar, purple – horizontal bar (HB), blue – full field flash (FF), green – 
small spot, light green – auditory stimulus, orange – water flow stimulus). C: The 
responses in (B) were clustered together to find similar responses between 
neurons. This showed neurons responding to the vertical bar, horizontal bar and 
full field flash, among others. Data taken from (Thompson et al., 2016).   
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 1.3.4 Optical manipulations of neural populations 
Through visualising the population-wide calcium activity of neurons in awake and freely 
behaving animals, we can start to infer how brain regions communicate with each other. 
The use of optogenetic proteins to either induce or silence activity in a targeted population 
of neurons allows these proposed neural pathways to be tested experimentally (Fenno et 
al., 2011). These optogenetic proteins are based on light-gated rhodopsin proteins from 
bacteria. Two main classes of opsins exist, those that hyperpolarize and silence neurons, 
and those that depolarise and activate neurons.  
 
The proton pump archaerhodopsin and the chloride channel halorhodopsin are examples 
of proteins optimized to silence neural populations when exposed to specific wavelengths 
of light, and their hyperpolarizing efficiency has been steadily improved over the past ten 
years (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1971; Blanck et al., 1989; Oesterhelt and Tittor, 1989; 
Chow et al., 2010; Chow et al., 2012; Chuong et al., 2014). These proteins have been 
used in various studies to describe how neural populations can influence behaviours. For 
example, the use of archaerhodopsin in either orexin/hypocretin-expressing neurons or in 
cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain has shown that these structures drive 
wakefulness in mice (Tsunematsu et al., 2013). In zebrafish, inactivation of tph2 
serotonergic neurons with archaerhodopsin has helped further knowledge regarding how 
these neurons control luminance preferences (Cheng et al., 2016). Similarly to 
archaerhodopsin, halorhodopsin has also been used to describe a brain regions’ influence 
on behaviour. These studies have shed light on how locomotion is controlled in both D. 
melanogaster and zebrafish (Arrenberg et al., 2009; Inada et al., 2011). 
 
The first stimulations of neuronal circuits by opsins used the Channelrhodopsin protein, 
which is activated by blue light at an optimal wavelength of 480nm (Nagel et al., 2002; 
Bamann et al., 2008). Since the establishment of Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), variations 
have been created that are reactive to non-blue wavelengths of light that can penetrate 
deeper into tissues with less scattering (Nagel et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006; Berndt et 
al., 2011; Klapoetke et al., 2014). Regardless of the wavelength of light used, opsin-based 
optogenetic proteins share the same features; light stimulation results in a conformational 
change in the protein channel, allowing ions such as sodium into the cell and causing 
membrane depolarization. These tools can be used to examine the functional connectivity 
of brain regions, such as within the corpus callosum and within the motor cortex in mice 
(Petreanu et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2011), and the circuits underlying locomotion in C. 
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elegans (Shipley et al., 2014). All of the optogenetic tools available offer the ability to 
selectively activate or inhibit a population of neurons. As they can be expressed 
genetically within a particular region of the brain, researchers are able to control exactly 
which neurons they want to modulate, and can control how and when this modulation 
occurs. This capability permits researchers to perform analyses of the brain at a system 
level while retaining cell-type specificity, a goal that cannot be achieved with any other 
currently available method.  
 
1.4 Bioinformatic approaches for analysing optophysiology data 
The use of optophysiology techniques, although invaluable as a means of describing vast 
neural populations, has resulted in data processing and management problems similar to 
those encountered by the use of next-generation sequencing. This is because, as an 
example, a single dataset taken from the whole brain of a larval zebrafish can represent up 
to a hundred thousand neurons, each with a unique fluorescent trace. The addition of 
factors such as the timescales of these datasets, different experimental conditions and 
multiple animals adds another level of complexity. Being able to infer any meaningful 
biology from datasets of this magnitude can only be done after the salient signals have 
been identified, and multiple methods exist for doing this. 
 
The first step for analysing large datasets of neural activity is choosing the most 
appropriate overarching approach among the many available options. Because the 
experimental paradigms generating these datasets are often diverse, some approaches 
will produce more sound interpretations than others, and often there is a need for 
iteratively implementing algorithms for a particular analysis. These complexities are 
illustrated by the sheer number of software tools available for analysing neural data 
generated from the use of GECIs, none of which have become a standard practice in the 
field (Freeman et al., 2014; Kaifosh et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2015),.  
 
A critical step in interpreting these data is to identify categories of neurons that behave in a 
similar fashion to one another, a process known as feature extraction.  These methods, 
which include principle component analysis (PCA) and non-negative matrix factorization 
(NMF), have all been previously used as a means of reducing the dimensionality of neural 
datasets. Perhaps the most widely used of these, PCA, transforms a dataset into a 
number of principal components (PCs). These PCs represent the main variance axes of 
the dataset, with those axes being orthogonal to each other. PCA analysis has been 
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widely used in analysing optophysiology data; in zebrafish alone, PCA has been used to 
describe neural networks underlying sensory perception (Thompson et al., 2016) and to 
describe the brain regions underlying motor behaviours (Ahrens et al., 2012; Freeman et 
al., 2014; Portugues et al., 2014).  
 
Another approach is to judge what patterns of activity are linked to outside events such as 
the presentation of a stimulus or a behavioural output. Boolean-based analyses provide 
one approach for determining the response profiles to a set of stimulus features in a neural 
population. In the case of optophysiology data, the analysis determines whether a stimulus 
feature causes a fluorescent change that is significantly higher than the baseline level of 
firing (Kubo et al., 2014; Naumann et al., 2016). When performed on an entire dataset, this 
results in a binary “barcode”, which encodes the neurons’ response to a given feature of 
the stimuli as a 1 (when they significantly respond) or a 0 (when they don’t). . These 
Boolean analyses can, in instances where a complex stimulus train is used, result in highly 
complex datasets. For instance, a dataset composed of ten separate stimuli can represent 
a population of neurons with up to 1024 (210) different barcodes, which can be used to 
determine whether populations of neurons with similar response profiles exist.  
 
What becomes apparent when obtaining these vast optophysiology datasets is that there 
is currently no ‘gold standard’ approach for analysing them. Numerous toolkits exist for 
generating data from these experiments (Francis et al., 2014; Freeman et al., 2014; 
Kaifosh et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2015), but as alluded to above, the complexity of the 
datasets being analysed often means that tailored analytical approaches are needed, 
depending on what features of the data need to be extracted. Nevertheless, the use of 
bioinformatics to analyse optophysiology datasets has resulted in remarkable insights into 
how neural circuits in the brain can generate behaviour. In chapters 2-4 of this thesis, I 
carry out such analyses, focusing on circuitry formed within the optic tectum of larval 
zebrafish. 
 
1.5 The role of the superior colliculus/tectum in processing sensory stimuli 
1.5.1 The superior colliculus 
In vertebrates, the superior colliculus/tectum is a highly laminated structure located in the 
midbrain (Krauzlis et al., 2013). In mammals, the superior colliculus receives connections 
from multiple sensory regions of the brain (Figure 1.5), and as a result, it contains and 
intricate map of the sensory world (Drager and Hubel, 1976; King et al., 1996). In 
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mammalian and avian species, the superior colliculus controls the initiation of eye 
saccades (Sparks et al., 2000) and plays a crucial role in directing visual attention (Dean 
et al., 1989; Krauzlis et al., 2013) and in driving behaviours based on visual cues in the 
environment (Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015). Overall, the superior colliculus appears 
to allow an animal to avoid, ignore, or attend to a stimuli based on information from 
sensory fields formed by multiple modalities (Dean et al., 1989; Krauzlis et al., 2013). 
 
In the superior colliculus, inputs to the most superficial layers are almost exclusively visual 
(Apter, 1945; Lane et al., 1973); the majority of this input comes from the retina, but in 
mammals, additional visual information from the visual cortex projects to the superior 
colliculus (Sprague, 1966). This visual information is received by superficial collicular cells, 
which in turn project to more intermediately located collicular cells. Organization of the 
superior layers of the superior colliculus results in a topographic map of the contralateral 
visual field (Apter, 1945; Knudsen, 1982), and the development of this precedes the 
development of similar topographic maps for the auditory, somatosensory, and motor 
modalities in the intermediate and deep layers of the superior colliculus (Knudsen, 1982; 
Jay and Sparks, 1987; May, 2006; Chabot et al., 2013). Somatosensory information 
largely originates from regions of the hindbrain, including the dorsal column nuclei and the 
spinal cord (Drager and Hubel, 1976; Meredith and Stein, 1986). The trigeminal nucleus 
also projects to the intermediate and deep layers of the superior colliculus, and this is 
hypothesised to provide information regarding the direction of head movement of an 
animal (Ndiaye et al., 2000).  The anatomy of auditory projections to the superior colliculus 
varies greatly depending on species, and can arise from areas including the external and 
brachium nuclei of the inferior colliculus, the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus, the 
anterolateral portion of the periolivay nuclei, and the nucleus sagulum (Knudsen, 1982; 
King et al., 1996; Doubell, 2000; Dehner et al., 2004; Chabot et al., 2013). Auditory 
information also arises from the auditory cortex itself; in mammals, projections from the 
primary and dorsal zone of the auditory cortex, the posterior auditory field, and the auditory 
field of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus have been shown to project to the ventral layers of 
the superior colliculus (Paula-Barbosa and Sousa-Pinto, 1973; Chabot et al., 2013).  
Organisation of the somatosensory and auditory topographic maps is similar to the visual 
map.  For example, somatosensation and audition present in the frontal visual field are 
encoded onto the caudal and largely contralateral hemisphere of the superior colliculus, as 
is the frontal visual information (Paula-Barbosa and Sousa-Pinto, 1973; Chabot et al., 
2013). 
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 The major role of the superior colliculus in mammalian models is to direct attention based 
on sensory cues in the environment. Numerous studies have shown that the superior 
colliculus plays a critical role in spatial orientation.  The first description of this 
phenomenon, the ‘Sprague effect’, shows that the intermediate and deep collicular layers 
are partially responsible for spatial orientation processes (Sprague, 1991; Ciaramitaro et 
al., 1997). Furthermore, the superior colliculus has been implicated in visual object 
selection; activity in collicular neurons during object selection tasks can be used as a 
predictor of the end point target selection (Krauzlis and Dill, 2002; McPeek and Keller, 
2002). Dovetailing with these findings, when collicular neurons responsive to a specific 
visual field are depolarized, object selection within that visual field is enhanced. Similarly, 
disruption of those same neurons will result in a loss of saccade choice in the same visual 
field (Carello and Krauzlis, 2004; McPeek and Keller, 2004; Lovejoy and Krauzlis, 2010; 
Nummela and Krauzlis, 2010). 
 
Although the mammalian superior colliculus plays a critical role in object selection and 
attention, the circuits outside of this structure that are also involved in these processes are 
yet to be fully defined (Krauzlis et al., 2013). Circuits formed among the superior colliculus, 
the Pulvinar, and the thalamus are hypothesised to provide a gating mechanism that 
regulates cortical signal transmission.  However, these hypotheses are based on either 
studies of tectal functioning in birds or anatomical studies, and have not been   
observed in vivo.     
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Figure 1.5: The anatomy and connectivity of the mammalian superior colliculus. Top: 
The locations of neuropil layers of the cat. Bottom left: Aa summary of the afferent inputs to 
the various neuropil layers. Bottom right: A summary of the outputs of cells located within the 
neuropil. Image adapted from (Vanegas et al., 2004; May, 2006). Abbreviations: SZ: stratum 
zonale, OPT/SO: stratum opticum, uSGI: upper sublamina of the intermediate grey later, lSGI: 
lower sublamina of the intermediate grey area, SAI: intermediate white layer, SGP: deep grey 
layer, uSGS: upper sublamina of the intermediate grey layer, SAP: deep white layer, VLG: 
ventral lateral geniculate, SNr: substantia nigra pars lateralis, MRF: mesencephalic reticular 
formation, PPRF: paramedian potine reticular formation, SC: superior colliculus, DLG: dorsal 
lateral geniculate, Pul: Pulvinar, LP: lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus, Lim: nucleus 
limitans, MD/CL: medial dorsal/central lateral nucleus of the thalamus. 
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1.5.2 The tectum of teleost fish 
In contrast to mammalian species, teleosts lack a visual cortex (Streidter and Northcutt, 
1989). As a result, they have a proportionally larger optic tectum (the homologue of the 
superior colliculus) that is hypothesized to take on the visual processing role of the primary 
visual cortex. This hypothesis is supported by the connectivity of the structure itself; similar 
to the superior colliculus, the optic tectum receives the majority of its afferents from the 
retina, which project both contralaterally and topographically to both tectal hemispheres to 
form the retinotectal projection (Fiebig et al., 1983; Struermer, 1988; Easter and Nicola, 
1996; Niell and Smith, 2005; Kita et al., 2015a). This retinotectal projections shows that 
teleosts have a map of the visual field encoded within the structure that is similar to the 
superficial layers of the mammalian superior colliculus.  
 
A key role of the superior colliculus in mammals is that it receives information representing 
multiple sensory modalities (Rhoades, 1981; Sparks and Nelson, 1987; Sparks, 1988; 
Meredith et al., 1992). In teleosts, descriptions of the anatomy of many non-retinal 
projections into the optic tectum exist. Across species, tectal afferents include the 
ipsilateral and contralateral telencephalon (Fiebig et al., 1983), the pretectum, and both the 
anterior and ventro-medial thalamic nuclei (Northcutt, 1982; Fiebig et al., 1983). In 
piranhas, tectal afferents also include the dorsal hypothalamus, whose connections are 
theorized to be the equivalent of the tectal afferents originating in the mesencephalic 
tegmentum in carp (Fiebig et al., 1983; Xue et al., 2001). Additional tectal afferents include 
the torus longitudinalis, torus semicircularis, and the nucleus isthmi (Northcutt, 1982; Xue 
et al., 2001; Fame et al., 2006; Folgueira et al., 2007). In the hindbrain, structures 
including the reticular formation and dorsal funicular nucleus (Northmore, 1991), the 
cerebellum, and the trigeminal nuclei (Northcutt, 1982; Heap et al., 2013) also project to 
the optic tectum.  
 
Descriptions of tectal afferents are largely conserved between teleost and non-teleost fish, 
such as the channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) and the lamprey. In channel catfish, tectal 
afferents include the telencephalon, the ventromedial and ventrolateral thalamic nuclei, the 
pretectum and the lateral geniculate nucleus. Additionally, the tectum of catfish robustly 
innervates the contralateral tectal hemisphere and torus semicircularis (Schlussman et al., 
1990). Similarly, in lamprey, the pallium, ventral thalamus, pretectum and the tegmentum 
have all been shown to project to the tectum (Robertson et al., 2006). Aside from these 
hindbrain projections, there is very little known regarding the sensory modalities 
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represented by the projections listed above. Recently, however, it has been shown that 
modalities other than vision are represented in tectal activity (Thompson et al., 2016). 
These findings show that, similar to the superior colliculus, the tectum is composed of 
populations of neurons responsive to multiple sensory modalities. The upstream pathways 
responsible for this non-visual activity remain uncharacterised in fish. 
 
In the tectum of adult teleosts, there are four main retinorecipient layers and an additional 
superficial non-visual layer (Figure 1.6). These are (from dorsal to ventral) the stratum 
fibrosum marginale (SM), stratum opticum (SO), stratum fibrosum et griseum superficiale 
(SFGS), stratum griseum centrale (SGC), and the stratum album centrale and stratum 
griseum periventriculare (SAC/SPV) (Meek, 1983; Sas and Maler, 1986; Vanegas et al., 
2004). The SM of teleosts lacks cell bodies and is composed of parallel fibres that 
originate in the torus longitudinalis, which are then received exclusively by tectal pyramidal 
cells located in the SFGS (Ito and Kishida, 1978; Luiten, 1981). The SO of teleosts is the 
most superficial layer targeted by retinal ganglion cell axons (Vanegas et al., 2004), and 
houses a single neural type, the superficial inhibitory neurons (SINs). These extend 
dendritic processes into the SFGS, which receives the majority of retinal ganglion cell 
information from three plexiform layers that form within it (Meek, 1981; Vanegas et al., 
2004). The SFGS houses large pyramidal neurons that synapse with parallel fibres from 
the SM, and send dendritic arbors deep into the tectal neuropil, as deep as the SAC in 
some cases (Meek, 1981; Vanegas et al., 2004). In addition to pyramidal cells, the SFGS 
houses small bipolar neurons, which extend processes within the SFGS, as well as 
horizontal cells which populate the plexiform layers within the structure (Vanegas et al., 
2004). In carp, isthmic projections to the tectum localise in the SFGS, where they 
specifically target fusiform cells (Sas and Maler, 1986; Xue et al., 2001).  Cells within the 
SGC of the teleost tectal neuropil are not confined to this layer; fusiform neurons extend 
vertically into the SO, SFGC and SAC, whereas bipolar neurons project dorsally into the 
SFGS and fusiform neurons project into the SO and within the SGC (Meek, 1983; Sas and 
Maler, 1986; Vanegas et al., 2004). This layer of the neuropil receives a limited amount of 
visual information from retinal ganglion cells, but also receives robust information from the 
torus longitudinalis (Ito and Kishida, 1978; Folgueira et al., 2007). Within the SAC/SPV of 
the teleost tectal neuropil are populations of multiform and pyriform neurons, which extend 
processes throughout all plexiform layers within other neuropil strata (Vanegas et al., 
2004). These populations of neurons in the adult teleost tectum have been described  
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Figure 1.6: The anatomy of the tectum of an adult goldfish. Top: The anatomy of 
the tectal neuropil of adult goldfish. This structure is organised into multiple strata, 
the majority of which are visual (SO, SFGS, SGC, SAC/SPV) as well as a non-
retinorecipient layer, the SM. Bottom: The anatomies of different types of neurons 
that have been identified in the goldfish tectum.  Panels are adapted from (Nevin et 
al., 2010).  
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anatomically, however the roles that they play in relaying the sensory information that 
converges on them are largely unknown. 
 
In contrast to what has been described in adult teleosts, in larval zebrafish there have 
been very few descriptions of tectal afferents. At present the retina, cerebellar 
eurydendroid cells, and the dorsal raphe nucleus have been shown to project to the tectal 
neuropil (Stuermer, 1988; Yokogawa et al., 2012; Heap et al., 2013). The tectal neuropil 
contains these afferent axons, the dendrites of periventricular layer (PVL) neurons, and the 
axons of PVL interneurons. PVL neurons are morphologically diverse, including both tectal 
interneurons and projection neurons (Figure 1.7)(Scott and Baier, 2009; Robles et al., 
2011), and the tectal circuits arising from these cells are necessary for high-acuity vision, 
and for distinguishing between small prey items and larger visual features that may 
represent predators (Del Bene et al., 2010; Preuss et al., 2014; Semmelhack et al., 2014; 
Bianco and Engert, 2015; Temizer et al., 2015; Dunn et al., 2016). Anatomical and 
functional studies have suggested that visual information principally enters superficial 
laminae of the neuropil, and is progressively filtered before being relayed to other brain 
regions by the PVL projection neurons (Scott and Baier, 2009; Del Bene et al., 2010; 
Robles et al., 2011; Gabriel et al., 2012).   
 
This model is well supported, but its simplicity is based on the tacit assumption that RGC 
axons represent the sole input to the tectum. The model explains the observation that an 
intact tectum is necessary for some visually-guided behaviours; these include visual 
motion detection (Pérez-Schuster et al., 2016), prey capture (Gahtan et al., 2005), and 
behavioural responses to looms (Temizer et al., 2015). Additionally larval zebrafish, similar 
to the superior colliculus, the tectum is known to play a critical role in orienting the direction 
of movement, however in some studies a loss of either the tectum or its retinal afferents 
does not cause deficits in visuomotor behaviours (Neuhauss et al., 1999; Roeser and 
Baier, 2003). It has been hypothesized that these behaviours are instead reliant on non-
tectal retinal arborisations (Portugues and Engert, 2009), however it is plausible that the 
tectum of zebrafish instead integrates information from all of its afferent sources to drive 
behaviours, and that a loss of one modality alone is not sufficient to cause a loss of 
behaviour.    
 
If the tectum of larval zebrafish is indeed performing a homologous role to the superior 
colliculus of mammals, it is likely that there would be numerous undescribed tectal 
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afferents converging within the structure. In mammals, non-retinal collicular afferents are 
combined alongside visual information, to drive behavioural processes related to the 
position of the animal in the visual field. Motor related information originating from the 
hindbrain, for example, can be combined alongside processed visual information from the 
thalamus to drive behavioural outcomes based on the identity of the object. Additionally, 
endocrine signalling through the superior colliculus can work alongside visual or motor 
information to drive behaviours based on the metabolic state of animals. In mammalian 
species, regions including the cerebellum, pulvinar complex and hypothalamus are 
examples of brain regions that can help drive the behavioural outcomes of visual stimuli in 
the superior colliculus. Because of the conserved behavioural repertoire present in the 
larval zebrafish model, it is likely that inputs from the cerebellum, hypothalamus and 
thalamus target the tectum of the larval zebrafish, and that these connections will drive 
behavioural processes.  
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Figure 1.7: The larval zebrafish tectum. Top left: the anatomy of the tectal 
neuropil of larval zebrafish visualised with the antibody antiZNP-1 (red), which 
labels retinal ganglion cell axons. Top right: A schematic of the larval zebrafish 
tectal neuropil (red) showing exemplary inputs from retinal ganglion cells (blue) to 
multiple neuropil layers. Bottom: The morphologies of the neurons that have been 
identified in the larval zebrafish tectum, illustrated to highlight both their cell body 
location, as well as dendritic arborisations in the tectal neuropil. Images adapted 
from (Xiao and Baier, 2007).  
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1.6 Zebrafish as a neuroanatomical model 
 
Perhaps the biggest hurdles to optical studies of mammalian brains are the inaccessibility 
of deep brain regions and the opaqueness of the brain itself. Larval zebrafish offer 
solutions to these hurdles; at six days post fertilization (dpf), their brains are relatively 
small and are easily accessible at all depths using light microscopy techniques. The 
existence of mutants lacking pigmentation, such as mutant lines Nacre (Lister et al., 1999), 
crystal (Antinucci and Hindges, 2016), Casper (White et al., 2008) and golden (Lamason et 
al., 2005), also means that animals remain optically transparent during larval stages .  
Zebrafish are also amenable to transgenesis, and a large catalogue of lines specific to 
brain regions, cell types, and expressing a range of different optogenetic proteins are 
available across the zebrafish community. This provides a platform that is unrivalled 
among vertebrate model systems for the observation of in vivo developmental dynamics 
and the study of functioning neural circuits.   
 
The level of homology to mammals varies across brain regions. The hindbrain is by far the 
most ancient and thus most conserved areas of the brain; within vertebrate species, the 
hindbrain is divided into rhombromeres, which develop through embryogenesis into 
compartmentalised regions of the brain (Jimenez-Guri and Pujades, 2011). This has 
resulted in conservation in the roles that regions of the hindbrain have between vertebrate 
species. In stark contrast to this, both the midbrain and forebrain of vertebrate species are 
only partially conserved evolutionarily. Indeed, many of the midbrain and forebrain 
structures that have been identified in mammalian species are absent in teleost species 
(Williams and Holland, 1998; Krubitzer, 2000; Broglio et al., 2005; Krubitzer, 2009). The 
conservation of the hindbrain between mammals and teleosts is particularly true when 
considering the cerebellum, for instance, which contains the same circuitry and major cell 
types in zebrafish compared to mammals. In contrast to this, zebrafish lack defined 
telencephalic nuclei compared to mammals, and the behaviours normally controlled by 
these forebrain regions are largely absent in larval zebrafish.  
 
Even though they possess a simpler brain compared to mammals, larval zebrafish exhibit 
a complex behavioural repertoire that is largely driven by visual cues. At 6dpf, zebrafish 
are able to track and capture prey (Borla et al., 2002), can respond to predatory visual 
cues (Temizer et al., 2015; Dunn et al., 2016), perform phototaxis (Burgess et al., 2010) 
and can display optomotor and optokinetic responses (Roeser and Baier, 2003). Beyond 
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visual behaviours, zebrafish have been shown to be capable of exhibiting complex social 
behaviours such as shoaling and aggression (Engeszer et al., 2004; Engeszer et al., 2007; 
Saverino and Gerlai, 2008; Dreosti et al., 2015), and are capable of responding 
appropriately to chemical stimuli (Speedie and Gerlai, 2008; Ogawa et al., 2014). They 
have a diverse motor repertoire which includes both turning and normal beat and glide 
swimming (Budick and O'Malley, 2000), undergoing exploratory behaviour (Ahmad and 
Richardson, 2013) and performance of the escape behaviour (Eaton et al., 1977; Eaton et 
al., 2001).  The ability of zebrafish to perform these behaviours, which are conserved with 
mammals, paired with the advantages listed above, mean that zebrafish offer a system 
where describing the circuits underlying behavioural processes is possible in vivo, 
spanning the entire brain, and with single-cell resolution. Numerous studies using GECIs 
have now accomplished this goal, characterising the circuits active during behavioural 
processes in larval zebrafish (Del Bene et al., 2010; Gabriel et al., 2012; Lowe et al., 2013; 
Muto et al., 2013; Barker and Baier, 2015; Bianco and Engert, 2015; Filosa et al., 2016). 
 
In my thesis, I aim to use these techniques to examine both the anatomical and functional 
properties of circuits formed within the optic tectum of larval zebrafish.  The goals are to 
identify novel inputs to the larval tectum, characterise how these inputs are integrated into 
tectal circuits, judge how the resulting tectal processing drives behaviours that depend on 
a range of sensory inputs and upstream neural pathways. 
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Chapter 2 
Methods for describing neuroanatomy and function in larval zebrafish 
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2.1 Preamble 
A full accounting of a neural circuit requires a thorough anatomical description of its 
constituent neurons, an assessment of the connections formed among these neurons, and 
an analysis of the activity that flows through these connections. Traditionally in large 
models, anatomical descriptions of neurons have been performed ex vivo, and functional 
analyses have either lacked breadth or cellular resolution. The use of small model systems 
such as zebrafish allows both types of description brain-wide in vivo. In this chapter, I 
outline the approaches used to characterise the previously described Gal4s1168t transgene. 
The proof of principle experiments described here are used throughout chapters three and 
four of this thesis, to identify the anatomical locations of previously undescribed expression 
patterns, focusing on Gal4 enhancer trap lines.  I then detail microscopic and analytical 
techniques for assessing neuron density.  Finally in terms of anatomy, I present a 
technique for describing connectivity of circuits, focusing here on projections from the 
cerebellum to the tectum.  In terms of function, I provide a protocol for identifying recently-
active neurons in an ex vivo preparation, detail my approach for brain-wide calcium 
imaging, and provide a thorough description of my bioinformatic approach for analysing 
the resulting vast calcium imaging datasets. I finish with a description of my optogenetic 
techniques for assessing the functional connectivity across brain regions.  Some of these 
techniques have played minor roles in others’ projects, not described in detail in this 
thesis.  Others are central to my major projects, presented in Chapters 3 and 4.  
 
2.2 Describing the anatomy of neural circuits 
2.2.1 Characterising cerebellar expression using Z-Brain 
A hurdle in characterizing neural circuits in larval zebrafish is that, at early stages, many 
brain structures are yet to be properly nucleated. Combined with the variability that exists 
across different larvae, this means that the identity of a neural structure can be difficult to 
determine based on its position alone. This complicates the characterisation of expression 
patterns, for example in enhancer trap lines.  Traditionally, characterisation of a particular 
neural expression pattern has involved a number of the immunohistochemical techniques 
outlined in Chapter 1.2.1.  For example, immunohistochemistry can be used to identify the 
neurotransmitter profile of the neurons in an uncharacterised transgenic line. In mice, 
reference resources exist for describing the anatomy of the brain (Sunkin et al., 2013), and 
to some degree similar resources are available for D. melanogaster (Rein et al., 2002) and 
C. elegans (David H. Hall and Altun, 2008). Although reference tools such as the zebrafish 
brain atlas (zebrafishbrain.org) and the atlas of zebrafish brain development (Mueller and 
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Wullimann, 2015) have been in circulation prior to the commencement of this thesis, these 
tools have limitations. Perhaps the biggest is that they comprise data taken from sectioned 
tissue. Cross-referencing novel data against them with confidence requires these new data 
to be sectioned similarly, which is not achievable with in vivo experimental setups. This 
limitation comes at a particularly high cost in the zebrafish model system, a great strength 
of which is in vivo imaging. 
 
The Z-Brain atlas (Randlett et al., 2015) was originally created as a tool for identifying 
where activity resulting from a given stimulus takes place in the nervous system of larval 
zebrafish. Z-Brain is a MatLab-run library of annotated neural structures in larval zebrafish, 
which have been identified based on their neurotransmitter expression, anatomical 
location, or based on previously defined anatomical characteristics. This was achieved by 
using the extracellular signal-related kinase (ERK) as a ‘universal marker’ of the nervous 
system, followed by overlaying the above stains/expression patterns onto the ERK 
staining, creating multiple masks that annotate different brain areas. To map the activity of 
the brain onto the atlas, fish subjected to a certain stimulus were stained with both ERK 
(the universal marker, used as an anchor point against the atlas) and its phosphorylated 
form, pERK, whose expression is highest within recently active neurons (Cancedda et al., 
2003; Hussain et al., 2013; Itoh et al., 2014). By imaging both the ERK and pERK in 
multiple animals subjected to the same stimulus, averaging them together and registering 
them against the ERK in the original atlas, Randlett et al were able to characterize what 
regions of the brain were most recently active in the population.  
 
I adapted this procedure with the aid of O. Randlett (Harvard University, MA) to 
characterise what regions of the brain were expressing within a given Gal4 transgenic 
zebrafish line. By taking the original concept in Z-Brain where ERK is used as an 
anatomical reference point and pERK is used as a marker of activity, we hoped to be able 
to substitute pERK expression with an enhancer trap expression pattern. These 
characterizations would result in readout of what anatomical region was expressing within 
the transgenic animals. These experiments were performed as a means of describing the 
expression pattern of transgenic animals in a way that did not require multiple 
immunofluorescence protocols or sectioning.  
 
As a proof of principle analysis to determine whether Z-Brain could be used to describe 
specific transgenic lines, I used the previously annotated enhancer trap line; Gal4s1168t 
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(Heap et al., 2013). Gal4s1168t has previously been described as expressing within the 
cerebellum, with projections to the optic tectum and with very little expression elsewhere in 
the brain. I generated animals with the genotype Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede by crossing 
Gal4s1168t animals to those expressing UAS:Kaede. At 24 hours post fertilization, I sorted 
these larvae for Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede expression, and at 6dpf  fixed them overnight in 4% 
paraformaldehyde in PBS (PFA) at 4°C. These were washed 3x15 minutes in PBS, and 
then permeabilised in 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #25300054) for 45 
minutes at 4°C. These were washed 3x15 minutes in PBS, followed by blocking for one 
hour at room temperature in 10% Goat Serum (Sigma-Aldrich, G9023 SIGMA), 1% Bovine 
Serum Albumin (BSA) and 1% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in PBS. Following blocking, I 
incubated larvae with the primary antibody anti-ERK (Cell Signalling technology, p44/42 
MAPK (Erk1/2) Antibody #9102) at a dilution of 1:500 in blocking solution overnight at 4°C. 
These were washed 3x15 minutes in PBS, followed by an incubation overnight at 4°C in 
the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti mouse (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #A-
21235) at a dilution of 1:500 in blocking solution. Larvae were then washed and mounted 
in 2% low melt agarose (Sigma Aldrich, A9414) for imaging. 
 
I carried out all imaging on a Zeiss710 inverted confocal microscope, using a 488nm laser 
for excitation of UAS:Kaede and a 647nm laser for excitation of the secondary antibody to 
image ERK. Images were taken at 20X magnification, from the skin of the animal to the 
most ventral point of the nervous system with a voxel size of 0.71 x 0.71 x 2μm (x, y, and 
z, respectively). These images were taken from the most rostral point of the animal to 
behind the pectoral fins, which was achieved by taking two separate images with an 
overlapping region for stitching. To register against the Z-Brain atlas, images were first 
stitched together using the Pairwise Stitching ImageJ plugin  
(http://imagej.net/Image_Stitching#Pairwise_Stitching), and then images were split into 
their two channels; ERK and Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede. These were down sampled to a 
resolution of 300 pixels x 679 pixels x 80 steps (x, y, and z), to match the reference ERK 
brain provided by O. Randlett. Images were saved as .nrrd files, with two separate files 
saved for each fish; these were saved as ‘*_01.nrrd’ for the ERK channel and ‘*_02.nrrd’ 
for the transgenic marker. Images were registered against the model ERK brain using 
CMTK (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk/) with the command string -awr 010203 -T 2 -X 
52 -C 8 -G 80 -R 4 -A ‘--accuracy 0.4’ -W ‘--accuracy 0.8’. Using MatLab code provided by 
O. Randlett, multiple fish (n=5) were averaged against each other and these were then 
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incorporated into the Z-Brain atlas which was used to determine where 
Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede expression was located. 
 
An assessment of the data obtained from Z-Brain analysis of the Gal4s1168t transgene 
clearly shows labelling of the cerebellum in the average model of the line, with both the 
valvula and corpus cerebelli being labelled (Figure 2.1). When visualised as a separate  
channel in the atlas itself, the cerebellum is clearly labelled, with very little expression 
outside of these structures (Figure 2.1). These results echo previous descriptions of the 
Gal4s1168t transgene, which has been annotated as having strict expression within the 
cerebellum at 6dpf (Scott et al., 2007b; Heap et al., 2013), and thus show that Z-Brain is a 
suitable tool for describing the neural expression profiles of transgenic lines.  
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Figure 2.1: Analysis of an average model of the Gal4s1168t transgenic line using 
Z-Brain. A-B: Examples of the variability of the Gal4s1168t transgene. C-E:  The 
location of the expression within Gal4s1168t (magenta) overlaid on a panneuronal 
nuclear-targeted fluorescent protein (grey). F: Expression within the line (magenta) 
compared against the Z-Brain marker ERK (green). C-E: In all panels, expression is 
located within the cerebellum (outlined in green), including both the valvula cerebelli 
(outlined in blue) and corpus cerebelli (outlined in cyan). n = 6 animals used to 
create the model of expression. Scale bars indicate 200μm. 
A           B 
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 2.2.2 Mapping the cerebello-tectal axon tract in vivo  
The majority of the data that I present in this thesis revolves around circuits formed within 
the tectal neuropil, a highly organized and laminated structure that is formed through 
retinal ganglion cell arborisations (Stuermer, 1988). As discussed at length in chapter 
1.3.2, the tectal neuropil of larval zebrafish is composed of four main retinorecipient strata: 
the SO, SFGS, SGC and SAC/SPV. Studies of these strata have shown they each receive 
a unique combination of inputs; similar to mammals, the superficial strata are primarily 
visual, and the deepest layers tend to incorporate filtered visual information that is 
received by tectal projection neurons. Thus, in characterising their likely function, it was 
critical to design an experiment that allowed visualization of the layers into which tectal 
afferent structures project. 
 
Visualising the tectal neuropil layers has previously been performed by staining with the 
anti-ZNP1 antibody (Robles et al., 2013). Although suitable for visualising retinal 
projections, this antibody also stains a population of neurites that do not originate within 
retinal cells. Because of this, it was not suitable for a detailed analysis of projection 
patterns from non-retinal tectal afferents, as there would also be labelling of additional 
non-retinal arborisations within the tectum. To visualise the interaction between the 
neuropil layers and a tectal afferent structure, I first needed a robust way to visualise the 
retinal ganglion cell axons that compose the neuropil strata. The gene ath5 (also known as 
atoh5) has been previously identified as a critical gene for the development of retinal 
ganglion cells in vertebrate animals (Kay et al., 2001; Beisel and Fritzsch, 2004), and has 
since been utilized in the transgenic line Atoh5:Gal4, which drives expression of Gal4 
within retinal ganglion cells in zebrafish. This signal is located within all main tectal 
neuropil layers, the SO, SFGS, SGC and SAC/SPV, and has been used previously for 
characterising neural subtypes in the retina, as well as in describing the axonal pathfinding 
events that retinal cells undergo. In this pilot study, I hoped to utilise Atoh5:Gal4 as a tool 
that would label all retinorecipient neuropil layers, and could therefore be used to register 
axonal inputs from non-retinal tectal afferents such as those from the cerebellum marked 
by Gal4s1168t, against established laminae.  
 
I performed these experiments using the photoconvertible fluorescent protein Kaede. 
Kaede, when irradiated with ultraviolet (UV) light, undergoes an irreversible 
photoconversion from green to red, which occurs due to the cleavage of the green 
chromophore within Kaede. In normal circumstances, the tripeptide His62-Tyr63-Gly64 
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fluoresces green, however UV light is capable of cleaving the amide nitrogen from the 
αCarbon within His62, creating the new fluorophore with a red emission profile. In these 
experiments, I used animals with the genotype Atoh5:Gal4,Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede, which 
expressed Kaede in RGC axons in the tectal neuropil and cerebellum. At 6dpf, I mounted 
these larvae in 2% low melt agarose, and performed photoconversions using an Olympus 
BX61 upright confocal microscope. I created a region of interest (ROI) that included the 
entirety of the cerebellum (labelled by Gal4s1168t) using the ‘stimulus setting’ Olympus 
wizard. Using a 405nm laser at 10mW, I irradiated the entirety of this ROI until all green 
cerebellar Kaede had been photoconverted to red at all dorsal-ventral depths. Animals 
were then left for one hour, which allowed the red photoconverted Kaede to diffuse the 
length of the axons.  
 
Issues arose while imaging photoconverted axons with the timing it took for the imaging to 
be completed; traditional confocal microscopy achieved an optimal signal to noise (SNR) 
ratio however images took upwards of 30 minutes to acquire. This was not suitable for the 
experiments outlined above, since this allowed newly translated green Kaede to diffuse 
into the axons during the course of imaging. In contrast, using spinning disc confocal 
microscopy enabled for very fast imaging times, with the trade-off of a much lower SNR. 
Because fast imaging was crucial for these experiments, I used a spinning disc confocal 
microscope to capture the images, which I then deconvolved, compensating somewhat for 
the low SNR. I performed this imaging of the neuropil on a Yokogawa 3i inverted spinning 
disc confocal microscope, using a 488nm laser for excitation of the green Kaede and a 
561nm laser for excitation of the red Kaede. Confocal stacks were taken from the most 
dorsal to the most ventral point of the tectal neuropil with a 40X water immersion objective, 
with a 0.2μm slice interval. Exposure times for the channels varied, but were optimized so 
that the minimum signal strength had a grey value of at least 10000. Images were saved 
as .tiff stacks, and all metadata from imaging was saved as an .xml file. 
 
I deconvolved these images using the Huygens Professional Plus Deconvolution program 
(Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, The Netherlands). I used a theoretical point spread 
function (PSF), which was calculated from the parameters used for image acquisition. I 
calculated the signal to noise ratio (SNR) separately for each channel for each image by 
comparing the fluorescence intensity of a ROI to the fluorescence intensity of the 
background. Deconvolution was performed with a total image change threshold of 0.01, 
with single block processing on and a maximum iteration value of 60. To determine the 
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distribution of cerebellar output to the neuropil, I performed additional Imaris analysis using 
Imaris v8.1 (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland). I created surfaces of both the red and green 
channels in the neuropil using the ‘surface creation’ plugin, where the neuropil was 
highlighted as a ROI. To remove any out-of-focus light remaining after deconvolution, I 
used a background subtraction of 0.2μm. Thresholding of the image was done so that only 
axons in the neuropil were included in the surface reconstruction. Once surfaces were 
completed, I used clipping planes to section out a 20μm slice through the medial region of 
the rostral-caudal axis. The intensity along this line was used to calculate the distribution of 
intensities across the dorsal-ventral axis of the neuropil at three positions in the neuropil. 
 
By performing this analysis on animals with the genotype Atoh5:Gal4, 
Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede, I was able to observe into which laminae the cerebellar axons 
projected. We found that cerebellar output to the tectum was strongest in the deepest 
laminae, the SAC/SPV, with very little output targeting the SO or SGC (Figure 2.2). In 
some instances, I noted cerebellar axons located within the SFGS. This finding is 
consistent with my previous results (Heap et al., 2013), where single-cell analysis of tectal-
projecting cerebellar Eurydendroid cells showed that they target the deep layers of the 
tectal neuropil. These results suggest that cerebellar output to the tectum is targeting tectal 
output neurons, whose dendritic arborisations have been shown to be located within the 
deepest neuropil layers (Scott and Baier, 2009; Robles et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2.2: Photoconversion of Atoh5:Gal4,Gal4s1168t;UAS:Kaede. A: Confocal stack 
of an example animal with the tectal neuropil outlined. The cerebelli, (red, arrow) shows 
the location of the photoconversion. B: An Imaris rendering of the confocal stack in A, 
rotated so the neuropil is perpendicular to the field of view. The section of the neuropil 
sampled in C is outlined. C: The region of the neuropil sectioned in B was used to 
determine the contribution of cerebellar output (red) within the tectal neuropil (green). 
This showed that cerebellar output to the tectal neuropil is located within the SAC/SPV.  
 
A                    B    
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2.2.3 Visualising neural populations at the single cell level 
Visualizing neurons a single cell level is critical for understanding how neural circuits form. 
There are numerous approaches available for performing an analysis of neural circuits at 
the single cell level, which are outlined in chapter 1.2.1. Here, I describe an approach that 
was used for describing the neuroanatomy of individual neuronal nuclei. I performed these 
experiments to calculate the density and size of the nuclei of neurons in the optic tectum, 
and the data generated from these experiments was subsequently published in Favre-
Bulle et al, 2015. 
 
This aforementioned study aimed at describing the scattering properties of neural tissue in 
larval zebrafish optic tectum. To determine this, it was critical to characterise the 
anatomical properties of the neurons that made up the structure; these characteristics 
included the size and density of the nuclei of the neurons, which could then be used to 
determine the scattering properties of neural tissue (Favre-Bulle et al., 2015). To do this, I 
fixed larvae of the Tupfel Long Fin strain homozygous for the Nacre mutation (TL-N) in 4% 
PFA in PBS at 6dpf.  Following fixation, I washed larvae twice in PBS for ten minutes, and 
then transferred them to a cryopreservation medium containing 30% sucrose and 0.02% 
sodium azide in PBS. To facilitate antibody penetration into the tectum, E. Scott (University 
of Queensland, Australia) removed the lower jaw, swim bladder, gut, and tail. I stained 
these larvae overnight at 4°C with the nuclear stain 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 
Life Technologies) at a concentration of 1:1000 in PBS. I washed larvae three times for 
five minutes in PBS, then mounted them in 1.5% low melt agarose to be imaged on a 
Zeiss 710 microscope. 
 
I took confocal stacks at 32X magnification with a 0.2μ slice interval, capturing both the 
tectal PVL as well as the neuropil. To calculate the percentage of the PVL or neuropil that 
was occupied by nuclei, I thresholded images using ImageJ software (Version 1.49d, 
United States National Institute of Health) and calculated the percentage area occupied by 
thresholded pixels in each slice. Calculating the volume of nuclei was performed by 
measuring the medial-lateral (X-axis) and rostral-caudal (Y-axis) diameters, and the Z-axis 
was calculated by multiplying the number of slices where an individual nucleus was 
present by 0.2μm. Through doing this, I found that the average size of a nucleus in the 
tectum was 4.84μm x 5.68μm x 2.6μm (x, y, and z, respectively), with an average of 
83.202% of the PVL being occupied by nuclei compared to 1.786% of the neuropil being 
occupied by nuclei (Figure 2.3) (Favre-Bulle et al., 2015).  
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Figure 2.3: DAPI staining of larval zebrafish to describe neuron nuclear 
sizes. A: A 10X image of a 6dpf zebrafish stained with DAPI (cyan). B: A 32X 
magnification image of the boxed region in A, with the tectal periventricular 
layer outlined in grey and the tectal neuropil outlined in red. C: The sizes of 
neurons in the periventricular layer. D: The percentage of both the tectal 
periventricular layer and tectal neuropil occupied by neurons. Data presented 
here is published in (Favre-Bulle et al., 2015). 
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2.3 Functional approaches for mapping neural circuits 
 2.3.1 pERK as a readout of neural activity 
Calcium indicators, such as the GCaMP family of proteins, offer a tool to visualise the real 
time neural activity occurring in animals. In some experimental conditions, especially those 
that require free-swimming larvae, GCaMP proteins are not a suitable way to visualise 
active brain regions. In these instances, there is a need for another tool to determine what 
neurons have been active during the experiment. Traditionally in mammalian models, this 
has been done by looking at the levels of expression of immediate early genes such as 
cFos and Arc; both of these genes are upregulated in neurons actively firing, and can thus 
be used as a readout of what regions of the brain have been active in the previous minute. 
In addition to these, recently both ERK and its phosphorylated version- pERK have been 
utilized as an alternative to traditional activity markers (Randlett et al., 2015). To ground 
truth pERK results as similar to what can be seen when visualizing neuronal activity in 
vivo, I used pERK to identify neural regions active in response to auditory stimuli. I then 
compared these results to GCaMP data taken from the same experimental paradigm, to 
determine whether the active regions were similar between the two approaches. 
 
To do this, I took animals subjected to a 10-minute long auditory stimulus train as well as 
controls (provided by G. Vanwalleghem), and fixed them immediately in ice cold 4% PFA 
overnight. These were then washed in PBS, and followed by an antigen retrieval step 
(Inoue and Wittbrodt, 2011). I then permeabilised and blocked these, using the methods 
outlined in chapter 2.2.1. Primary antibodies for tERK (Cell Signalling, 4696) and pERK 
(Cell Signalling, 4370) were diluted to a concentration of 1:500 in blocking solution, and 
were incubated for 72 hours at 4°C (Filosa et al., 2016). The two secondary antibodies 
Alexa-fluor 633(A-21050, RRID:AB_2535718) and Alexa-fluor 546 (A-11010, 
RRID:AB_2534077)) were diluted in blocking solution at a concentration of 1:500, and 
were incubated for 72 hours at 4C on these larvae. Stained larvae were embedded in 2% 
low melting point (LMP) agarose, and confocal stacks of the entire animals were taken on 
a ZeissLSM 710 inverted microscope with 3µm slice intervals. Consistent confocal settings 
were used for all animals. Confocal stacks were stitched together using the Pairwise 
Stitching plugin for ImageJ (Preibisch et al., 2009). Image registration of the pERK signal 
was performed against a model of anti-tERK expression in the nervous system of larval 
zebrafish. This was performed with Computational Morphometry Toolkit, 
RRID:SCR_002234, using the command string -awr 010203 -T 8 -X 52 -C 8 -G 80 -R 3 -A 
‘--accuracy 0.4’ -W ‘--accuracy 1.6’. Separately, experimental and control animals were 
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averaged using a custom-written MatLab (RRID:SCR_001622) script (Randlett et al., 
2015), which was then incorporated into a local version of the Z-Brain Atlas.  
 
An analysis of the calcium data generated from audition experiments in 6dpf larvae 
showed that the torus semicircularis, the thalamus, the medial hindbrain, and the medial 
octavolateralis nuclei (MON) were responsive to auditory stimuli (unpublished results from 
G. Vanwalleghem, Scott Lab). I found that through visualizing pERK in an average of all 
stained fish, the MON clearly had a high pERK/ERK ratio (arrows, Figure 2.4). In individual 
animals, I also observed pERK positive regions in the torus semicircularis and thalamus, 
but these responses (similar to the calcium data) were sparse and thus were not visible in 
an average model (Figure 2.4). This finding mirrored the results of the calcium data, and 
suggests that pERK is a suitable model for visualizing neurons active as a result of a 
stimulus.  
 
As alluded to previously, using pERK as a readout of neural activity is particularly suited to 
experimental protocols where animals swim freely. In the Scott Lab, free-swimming 
protocols are used to measure the effect that high-viscosity media has on larval zebrafish 
swimming kinetics (Scott Lab, unpublished data). Here, I aimed to determine whether 
pERK could be used to identify neural regions that were upregulated in larvae that had 
been put into media of a heightened viscosity compared to handling controls. To do this, I 
fixed and stained animals subjected to ten minutes of either viscous and control conditions 
(provided by E. Scott) as outlined above. In contrast to the experimental protocol above, 
calcium data did not exist for animals put through the viscous media paradigm, and thus 
there were no areas of the brain that were expected to be upregulated in these animals. A 
change in the pERK staining between these two experimental conditions was clearly 
visible (Figure 2.5), with both the hindbrain (arrow) and optic tectum (arrowhead) having 
heightened pERK staining compared to controls. 
 
Results from both the auditory stimuli (Figure 2.4) and viscosity paradigm (Figure 2.5) 
show that pERK is a suitable tool for identifying brain regions activated as a result of 
stimulus presentation. Because of this, the outlined pERK method will be used in 
experiments throughout chapter four of this thesis. 
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Figure 2.4: ERK (green) and pERK (magenta) staining resulting from auditory stimuli. 
A: pERK staining in an individual animal shows activation in the medial tectum (arrowhead) 
and hindbrain (arrow). B: When averaged across five animals, the tectum (arrowhead) and 
hindbrain (arrow) can be seen to be consistently active as a result of the stimuli. C-E: When 
incorporated into Z-Brain, pERK can be seen to be significantly higher in the octavolateralis 
nuclei (arrows, white outline, C), the thalamus (arrows, red outline, D), the tectum 
(arrowhead, white outline, D) and the torus semicircularis (arrow, white outline, E) of 
animals subjected to the auditory stimuli compared to controls. Scale bars indicate 200μm.  
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Figure 2.5: ERK (green) and pERK (magenta) staining in larvae subjected 
to viscous and control media. In animals put in the viscous media (PVP, 
left), significantly higher pERK can clearly be seen in both the optic tectum 
(arrow) and hindbrain (arrowhead) compared to control animals subjected to 
media of a normal viscosity (E3, right). Scale bars indicate 200μm. 
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 2.3.2 Using SPIM microscopy for recording from populations of neurons 
As discussed in chapter 1.2.2, there are numerous techniques available for recording the 
activity of individual neurons. Here, I aim to record the activity of an entire population of 
neurons By doing this, I can then determine whether stimulus-evoked activity significantly 
surpasses that of the spontaneous activity. Recording an entire population of neurons in 
vivo in larval zebrafish is easily achieved through the use of GECIs such as the GCaMP 
family of proteins, which can be observed using a number of different microscopy 
techniques.  
 
Out of focus light from neighbouring neurons in the z-axis will interfere with the observation 
of activity. As such, it is beneficial to image brain activity with a microscope that limits 
focus to a single imaging plane. Confocal microscopy is capable of achieving a high level 
of z-axis control. In confocal microscopy, a point illumination source is used to restrict the 
area being excited, and a pinhole is used to restrict emitted light to the focal plane. By then 
adjusting the height of illumination and detection, confocal microscopy allows for ‘optical 
sectioning’ of a specimen, which results in the imaging of a 3-dimensional area (Wilson 
and Sheppard, 1984). Although it overcomes issues with out of focus light, the requirement 
of scanning the light source means that a given plane is not imaged simultaneously. This 
temporal limitation is not an issue when imaging slow-changing samples, however it can 
become an issue when imaging the calcium changes within a population of neurons, as 
such it is beneficial to image an entire plane at once.  
 
Selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) offers a solution to this problem (Huisken 
et al., 2004). SPIM eliminates out of focus light by turning the excitation source into a thin 
sheet of light, which is thinnest in the focal plane of the imaging objective. This allows an 
entire optical section to be imaged simultaneously. Three-dimensional (3D) image 
acquisition is then achieved through moving either the sample, or both the light planes and 
imaging objective, in the z-axis (Huisken et al., 2004). The Scott lab possesses a custom-
built SPIM microscope; the original form of this created a single illumination source that 
was focused through a 10X microscope objective (PLN 10X 0.25NA, Olympus Imaging), 
achieving a light sheet that was approximately 1μm thick, which maintained this thickness 
across a distance of 13μm (Specifications of original setup can be found in Thompson et al 
(2015)).  
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Alongside Scott lab members A. Thompson, I. Favre-Bulle and G. Vanwalleghem, I 
undertook further improvements of this microscope. These improvements aimed to create 
a system with two illumination planes, which could be placed further away from the sample 
to create a wider light sheet that remained thin over a greater distance. In this system, light 
from a 488nm laser (Obis 488-150LX, Coherent Lasers) passed first through a beam 
expander, consisting of an F=-50mm concave lens (LC1715, Thorlabs) and F=+200mm 
convex lens (LA1708, Thorlabs), which together achieved a 4X beam expansion when 
placed 150mm apart. This light source then passed through a beam splitter (BS PLATE 50 
X 50MM 50R/50T, Edmund Optics), which split the light into two orthogonal beams of 
roughly equal intensity. Both light paths then passed through a custom 6mm slit lens, 
followed by cylindrical lenses (Lens Cyl 30 X 25mm X 75 FL VIS-NIR, Edmund Optics). 
These then entered the back of the two illumination objectives (XFLUOR4X 0.28NA 
29.5mm WD, Olympus). To ensure that the illumination objectives could be kept in the 
same focal plane both with each other and the detection objective (XLUMPFLN 20XW 
1.0NA, 2mm WD, Olympus), one was mounted with a fixed z-position, which was kept at 
the height of the focal point of the imaging objective, but with a horizontal translation stage 
to adjust the x-axis of the plane (70mm side metric MIC stage, Edmund Optics). The 
second illumination objective was mounted on both a horizontal translation stage and a 
vertical translation stage (70mm metric MIC z-stage, Edmund Optics), allowing it to be 
adjusted in both axes. Using the above illumination setup, we achieved a light sheet with a 
theoretical thickness of 2.1μm, which spanned a much greater distance across the sample, 
and minimised shadowing by illuminating from two directions (Figure 2.6). Experimentally, 
we found that the produced light sheet had a thickness of 4.5µm, which was present 
across a distance of approximately 400µm. The theoretical point spread function of this 
setup was x: 319nm, y: 319nm, z:302nm.  
 
The detection path of the setup is composed of a 20X water dipping objective (XLUMPFLN 
20XW 1.0NA, 2mm WD, Olympus), a filter (FF01-517/20-25, Semrock) downstream of the 
detection objective to eliminate light from the illumination source, followed by a tube lens 
(Mounted AC508180A Ø2.0", efl=180mm, Thorlabs) which focussed the image onto the 
camera (PCO-Edge 5.5, PCO). The sample was mounted on a motorized translation stage 
(MTS50/M Z8, Thorlabs) to achieve movement in the Z-axis, and an X/Y-axis translation 
stage (XYT1/M, Thorlabs) was used to position the sample. Image acquisition and 
stimulus delivery were performed through custom-written scripts (provided by G. 
Vanwalleghem) in μManager (Vale Lab, UCSF). 
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Figure 2.6: Configuration of the SPIM microscope outlined in chapter 2.3.2. Light 
passed through a beam expander consisting of (1) F=-50mm concave lens LC1715 
and (2) F=+200mm convex lens LA1708. This was reflected off a mirror (3) into a BS 
PLATE 50 X 50MM 50R/50T beam splitter (4). These beams were reflected off 
mirrors again (3) through a custom 6mm slit (5) and a Lens Cyl 30 X 25mm X 75 FL 
VIS-NIR cylindrical lenses (6). The lightpaths then passed through the back of 
XFLUOR4X 0.28NA 29.5mm WD illumination objectives (7) before reaching the 
sample.  
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For all SPIM experiments using visual stimuli, it was essential that we were able to position 
the fish in an imaging chamber with three transparent sides. This was necessary as, in this 
setup, illumination was provided by two light sources located at the front and right side of a 
sample, while visual stimuli came from the left side of the animal. An imaging chamber 
was designed to achieve this (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). These chambers consisted of a 
platform where the larvae were mounted, with four posts at the corners for cover slips to 
be attached to. It was essential that these posts were thick enough to ensure that the 
cover slips could be placed perpendicular to the bottom of the chamber, to limit diffraction 
of the light originating from the source of illumination. Additionally, the chamber in figure 
2.7 was designed to be water tight, to allow for it to be filled with E3 media during imaging 
experiments. The chambers described here and seen in figure 2.7 were printed using a 3D 
printer at the Australian National Fabrication Facility at the University of Queensland.  
 
I undertook a study of the responses of tectal cells to a stimulus train composed of 26 
visual stimuli (Table 1) to test the above setup. These experiments were performed with an 
interstimulus interval of between three and four seconds, to allow the GCaMP6f to return 
to baseline levels. I took larvae expressing a panneuronal and nuclear targeted version of 
GCaMP6-fast (HuC:H2B-GCaMP6f) at 6dpf and mounted them in 2% LMP agarose on the 
raised platform of the imaging chamber, which was then filled with E3 media. Animals 
were then aligned on the SPIM microscope at the height of the optic tectum. A screen was 
placed 70mm away from the animal, covering 38° (height) and 56°(width) of the visual field 
(Figure 2.8). All visual stimuli had a consistent contrast in all visual experiments, with black 
objects having a grey value of 0 and white objects having a grey value of 255.  Image 
acquisition was performed at 10Hz, and five 1200 frame movies were captured from 12 
animals.  
 
To pre-process these data, the multiple movies for each fish were first concatenated 
together, which allowed for an initial alignment step to reduce X-Y drift over the timecourse 
of an experiment (https://sites.google.com/site/qingzongtseng/template-matching-ij-plugin). 
Larvae that contained drift in the z-axis were discarded from the analysis, as the neural 
identities was not consistent over the entire move. An average of the first 100 frames of 
each movie was used to segment each image and produce a mask using the 
Morphological Segmentation FIJI plugin (http://imagej.net/Morphological_Segmentation) 
using a tolerance of 18; which reflected the difference between the minima and maxima  
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Figure 2.7: An imaging chamber designed for use in our SPIM. Larvae are 
mounted with LMP agarose onto the platform in the middle, and coverslips are 
attached between the four posts creating a water-tight chamber that can be 
filled with media. 
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Figure 2.8: The experimental setup for visual experiments using SPIM. 
Larvae were mounted in the chamber seen in figure 2.6, 70mm away from an 
LED screen that covered 38 and 56 degrees of the visual field. SPIM planes 
came from the front and side of the animal, and imaging was performed from 
above. 
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used during the watershed step of segmentation. This value was chosen based on the 
signal to noise ratio of the images. Analysis of these data was performed using a two-step 
custom written MatLab script (See Appendices 1 and 2). In the first step, the fluorescent 
traces of each ROI found in the pre-processing step were extracted from the time series. 
Using the mask created above, the mean values of all pixels within each ROI were 
calculated for each time point. To measure the activity of individual neurons, the baseline 
fluorescence for each ROI was calculated by averaging the first ten time points for each 
individual ROI (F0). The raw grey values of every time point (FI) minus their baselines, 
were then divided by the baselines, giving us the fluorescent change over time, which was 
then multiplied by 100 to give us percentage change over time: ΔF/F = ((FI – F0) / F0) * 
100. After the ΔF/F of each ROI had been calculated, ROIs sharing an edge with a 
correlation coefficient of above 0.97 were merged from the data using the corrcoeff 
MATLAB function. This allowed me to correct oversegmentation that may have occurred 
during morphological segmentation.  The time series ΔF/F of each ROI was then 
correlated against a model of an individual GCaMP spike to determine whether an ROI 
had fired during the course of the experiment. This correlation step was performed at each 
time point for each neuron, resulting in an n x t array of correlations. Essentially, this 
represents a timecourse for each neuron, indicating when during the experiment it was 
active. The model GCaMP spike was generated by first collecting SPIM data containing 
the traces of 50 neurons that, at some point, had had a firing event. The 40 time frames 
surrounding the onset and offset of these firing events were extracted from the dataset, 
and these were averaged together creating a single GCaMP event, modelled off 50 
separate neurons.  
 
As the second step of the analysis, all the data for each fish generated above were loaded 
into MatLab. I used the correlations calculated above to determine whether a certain 
neuron was active during the presentation of a certain stimulus; I did this by finding 
neurons that had a correlation above 0.8 during the presentation of a particular stimulus. 
This was performed for each cell in each fish for each stimulus, and resulted in an n x 26 
barcode array for each fish, which showed the number of times (out of the five trials) each 
neuron responded to each of the 26 stimuli. These barcodes were averaged for all fish, 
and the proportions of cells active 0-5 times were compared against the proportions of 
cells active 0-5 times when there was no stimulus presented (stimulus 0 in figure 2.9), 
using a two way ANOVA. These results showed that the tectum was robustly responding  
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Table 1: Parameters of stimulus train. Even numbered stimuli (not shown) 
represent the ‘off’ stimuli for analysis. For all bar stimuli, the relative width (for 
the vertical bar) and height (for the horizontal bar) was 7 degrees, consistent 
with the 7 degree spot. The stimuli that the tectum responded significantly to 
(Figure 2.8) are highlighted in yellow. Changes in brightness and speed 
represent those 7cm away from the screen; the same distance away as the 
larvae was in experiments.  
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Figure 2.9: Presentation of visual stimuli results in significant responses above 
baseline firing in the tectum. Left: An example image of the tectum taken using the 
SPIM setup outlined above. Right: Presentation of the stimuli in Table 1 (stimuli are 
numbered below) results in significant changes in the neuronal activity of neurons 
compared to their spontaneous activity (stimulus 0). * = p<0.05, scale bar indicates 
100μm. 
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to multiple visual stimuli (Table 1, Figure 2.9). This result was expected based on prior 
studies observing visual responses in the tectum of zebrafish (Del Bene et al., 2010; 
Akerboom et al., 2012; Barker and Baier, 2015; Temizer et al., 2015; Dunn et al., 2016; 
Thompson and Scott, 2016; Thompson et al., 2016). From performing this analysis, it is 
clear that this imaging setup and protocol are sufficient for capturing time series movies 
that can be used to determine whether a neuron is firing above a baseline level as a result 
of stimulus presentation, and thus these methods will be used for experiments carried out 
in Chapter 4.  
 
 2.3.3 Optogenetic dissection of the cerebello-tectal tract 
Describing the functional connectivity of neural populations is necessary for inferring the 
roles that they may play during behaviour. Here, I outline a method for describing neural 
circuits using optogenetics, an approach detailed in chapter 1.2.2. To perform these 
experiments ,I utilised  a spatial light modulator (SLM) installed and aligned by I. Favre-
Bulle (Scott Lab) alongside the first model of the SPIM microscope detailed by Thompson 
et al (2016). I used this SLM as an excitation source for the circuit mapping experiments, 
where I focussed it into a small (10μm wide) spot of light onto a population of ChR2-
expressing neurons in the cerebellum, while visualising the resulting responses of 
postsynaptic neurons in the optic tectum using GCaMP. I used this circuit as a proof of 
principle experiment for the setup, as I had previously described cerebellar projections to 
the tectal neuropil (Heap et al., 2013).  Linking them optogenetically to tectal 
periventricular neurons presented an opportunity for determining whether the SLM was 
capable of exciting neurons in vivo, in concert with SPIM-based calcium imaging. 
 
Creation of the UAS:ChR2-mCherry line was done by A. Thompson (Scott Lab), and the 
methods for its creation are outlined here. The ChR2(ET/TC)-mCherry plasmid (Berndt et 
al., 2011) was provided by K. Deisseroth (Stanford University). All subcloning for 
transgenesis was performed using the Gateway Tol2 transgenesis system (Kwan et al., 
2007). pME-MCS (construct 237, Tol2kit v1.2) was altered to include additional cloning 
sites with the forward primer CCCGGGACCGGTAGATCTTGATCAGGATCC and the 
reverse primer GGATCCTGATCAAGATCTACCGGTCCCGGG, creating the plasmid pME-
MCS_linker. ChR2(ET/TC)-mCherry was cloned into the middle entry vector pME-
MCS_linker using a blunt ApaI and XbaI sites, creating PME_ChR2(ET/TC)-mCherry. This 
was combined with a 10.5X UAS 5’ entry vector (construct 327, Tol2kit v1.2), a 3’ polyA 
containing vector (construct 302, Tol2kit v1.2) and a pDestTol2pA2 destination vector 
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(construct 394, Tol2kit v1.2) using LR Clonase II Plus (Life Technologies) in a multi-site 
Gateway reaction. This generated the plasmid pDest_10.5XUAS:ChR2(ET/TC)-mCherry, 
which was confirmed by sequencing (AGRF, The University of Queensland, Australia).  
I generated animals for use in optogenetic experiments by crossing animals carrying 
Gal4s1168t;UAS:ChR2-mCherry to HuC:H2B-GCaMP6s animals, creating larvae with the 
genotype Gal4s1168t;UAS:ChR2-mCherry, HuC:H2B-GCaMP6s. Animals were screened for 
the desired fluorescent pattern at 2dpf, and were raised until 6dpf as described above. 
Animals were mounted dorsal side up in 2% LMP agarose and the tail was cut free, then 
the tail fin was snipped to facilitate absorption of 100μM tubocurarine to paralyse the 
animal (tubocurarine hydrochloride pentahydrate, Sigma-Aldrich). Larvae were mounted in 
a custom built glass sided imaging chamber and were allowed to acclimate for 30 minutes 
prior to imaging on a SPIM. Optogenetic experiments were performed by splitting a 488nm 
laser between a spatial light modulator (SLM) (HOLOEYE Photonics, Germany) and the 
illumination tube of the SPIM. To avoid off target optogenetic activation of ChR2, a 0.975 
neutral density filter was added to the SPIM path upstream of the beam expander.  
 
Imaging was performed at 5Hz, for 70 seconds (350 time points), at a depth of 50μm 
under the skin of the animal, with imaging focused on the tectum. The activation of the 
cerebellum was performed at time points 50, 150 and 250, and with pulses lasting for 
either 100ms for ‘short’ experiments, or 5000ms for ‘long’ experiments. The hologram 
displayed on the SLM was iteratively calculated using the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm 
(Gerchberg and Saxton, 1972; Whyte and Courtial, 2005), resulting in a theoretically 2D 
illumination source at a chosen depth. In relatively low-scattering medium we theorised 
that a 10μm disc would be very thin (Lutz et al., 2008) however by scanning the 10µm disc 
at different depths we determined that the light spread in the z-plane was approximately 
15µm above and below the focal point (Favre-Bulle et al., 2015). The SLM was focused in 
the same z-plane as the imaging plane, 50μm below the skin. The location of the excitation 
source was chosen based off of the expression of UAS:ChR2-mCherry in these animals. 
Sibling controls not expressing ChR2 were subjected to identical experimental conditions 
to account for visual responses to the SLM and other light artefacts. 
 
To analyse these experiments, I first cropped out all frames in which the SLM was active. 
This was done to avoid artefacts produced by the reflected SLM light. To eleiminate drift in 
the X and Y axes, I used the ‘Align_slices_in_stack’ ImageJ plugin 
(https://sites.google.com/site/qingzongtseng/ template-matching-ij-plugin). To create an 
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individual ROI for each cell in the PVL and neuropil, I first created an average of the image 
sequence and then cropped to the border of the PVL and neuropil. A mask of this image 
was created using the Morphological Segmentation Plugin in ImageJ, with a watershed 
function tolerance of 18. Oversegmenting was tolerated, as the merging of erroneously 
split cells was performed during subsequent MATLAB analysis of these data. 
 
I analysed this data using a custom written MATLAB code (Appendix 3). Data were 
imported as a 16BIT .tiff series, which were then transformed into a 2-dimensional data 
matrix, containing the grey values of every pixel in the 350-frame time series. A separate 
array was then created (frames 1-50, 77-150, 177-250 and 277-350 for long SLM 
experiments and frames 1-50, 53-150, 153-250 and 253-350 for short SLM experiments) 
in which frames during optogenetic illumination were removed. The ΔF/F values for 
neurons were calculated using the methods outlined in chapter 2.3.2. After duplicates had 
been removed, for each ROI at each SLM event, neural activity resulting from the SLM 
was identified by calculating the correlation of four time points before the SLM, and six 
time points after the SLM to three model profiles of GCaMP events. These were calculated 
by averaging 50 individual GCaMP signals over five separate movies (10 per movie) 
where cells were qualitatively excited or inhibited by the SLM illumination; two of these 
modelled cells responsive during the SLM event, and one modelled rebound firing. For an 
ROI to be deemed either excited or inhibited, the minimum Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient of all three SLM events to a model GCaMP profile had to be greater than 0.6, 
and the maximum probability value was required to be below 0.001. Every ROI that 
passed the above criteria was included as either an excited or an inhibited ROI, depending 
on which model spike it was correlated to. ROIs that did not meet these criteria were not 
included in the analysis. This analysis was performed on all experimental and control data. 
To compare the number of active cells between groups, an unpaired Student’s t-test was 
performed (significance < 0.05), as data were normally distributed (one sample t-test). 
 
Analysis of these results showed that SLM activation of the cerebellum resulted in the 
excitation of tectal periventricular neurons, which was significantly higher than the number 
of neurons active in the tectum of sibling control animals (Figure 2.10). This result 
demonstrates that setup described above is capable of causing excitation in a population 
of neurons while visualising the responses elicited by the stimulation. A significant 
limitation of these experiments was that, because of the spectral overlap between exciting 
ChR2 and imaging GCaMP, I was unable to directly report on the activity of excited 
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cerebellar neurons. This could be avoided by using different optogenetic proteins or 
GECIs; by combining RCaMP and ChR2 for example, we could visualise neural responses 
with amber light while exciting with blue light. Regardless of this limitation, the optogenetic 
data presented here is supported by the anatomy and neurotransmitter profile of the 
cerebellum. This suggests that optogenetic experiments, when used alongside techniques 
used for describing the anatomy of neurons, are a useful tool for describing neural circuits. 
Because of this, these optogenetic approaches were used further in experiments 
described in chapter three. It also demonstrates that cerebellar output to the tectal neuropil 
is received by tectal periventricular neurons.  
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Figure 2.10: Channelrhodopsin stimulation of the cerebellum leads to excitation of 
tectal neurons. A: A schematic of the light path used to produce holograms using the SLM. 
B: An example of a hologram produced using this setup. C: SLM stimulation (blue spot) within 
the cerebellum excites a population of tectal neurons (shaded green). D: A raster plot of all 
excited neurons in all animals. E: The mean of the response of the traces in D. The periods of 
ChR2 stimulation are annotated as the black line running through both panels D and E. F: 
There is a significantly higher number of excited neurons in animals expression 
Channelrhodopsin when compared to controls, but no significant change in the number of 
inhibited neurons (G) when comparing the two groups. n = 5 ChR2, n = 4 controls. *** = p < 
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Chapter 3 
Hypothalamic projections innervate defined laminae in the tectal neuropil and 
inhibit tectal neurons in larval zebrafish 
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3.1 Summary 
The optic tectum of larval zebrafish is an important model for understanding visual 
processing in vertebrates. The tectum has been traditionally viewed as dominantly visual, 
with a majority of studies focusing on the processes by which tectal circuits receive and 
process retinally-derived visual information. Numerous studies have shown a much more 
complex role for the optic tectum, and anatomical and functional data from these studies 
suggest that this role extends beyond the visual system, and beyond the processing of 
exclusively retinal inputs. Consistent with this evolving view of the tectum, we have used a 
Gal4 enhancer trap line to identify direct projections from rostral hypothalamic nuclei to the 
tectal neuropil of larval zebrafish. These projections ramify within the deepest laminae of 
the tectal neuropil, the SAC/SPV, and also innervate strata distinct from those formed by 
retinal projections. Using optogenetic stimulation of the hypothalamic projection neurons 
paired with calcium imaging in the tectum, we show that these projections consistently 
inhibit a small number of tectal neurons throughout the periventricular layer, suggesting 
direct modulation of tectal circuits by the hypothalamus. 
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3.2 Introduction 
The mammalian superior colliculus and its teleost homologue, the optic tectum, are highly 
laminated structures located in the midbrain. In mammals, the superior colliculus is 
responsible for receiving and integrating information from peripheral brain structures, 
which are used to guide behaviours based on information in the sensory field. In teleosts, 
descriptions of tectal function have largely been based on visual processing, however 
tectal neurons responsive to both auditory and lateral line stimulation have been identified 
(Thompson and Scott, 2016). Anatomically, non-retinal tectal afferents such as the 
cerebellum (Heap et al., 2013) and the Raphe nucleus (Yokogawa et al., 2012; Filosa et 
al., 2016) have been described, suggesting that the tectum of larval zebrafish plays a more 
homologous role to the mammalian superior colliculus than previously thought.   
 
Inputs from the Raphe and cerebellum notwithstanding, the larval zebrafish tectum is 
viewed as a dominantly retinorecipient structure that is involved almost exclusively in 
visual processing.  The list of described nonretinal inputs remains short in comparison to 
the diverse inputs received by the tectum in adult fish and the superior colliculus in 
mammals and birds.  Nonetheless, larval zebrafish show behaviours that imply the 
integration of visual input with more complex state traits such as hunger (Filosa et al., 
2016), and tectal neurons respond to auditory and water-flow stimuli (Thompson et al., 
2016).  This implies that the larval zebrafish’s tectum has more numerous and diverse 
inputs, and more nuanced circuitry, than has thus far been described.   
 
Decisions based on the metabolic state of an animal are largely driven by the 
hypothalamus, a region of the brain that controls the metabolic and endocrine processes 
through the hypothalamic – pituitary - adrenal axis (Smith and Vale, 2006; Ulrich-Lai and 
Herman, 2009). In mammals, the hypothalamus has been shown to play a role in a 
multitude of such behaviours (Kokoeva et al., 2005; Bolborea and Dale, 2013), and 
elements of the underlying circuitry have been described. These include inhibitory 
hypothalamic projections to the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus, which are 
hypothesized to assist in the role that the superior colliculus plays in visual attention tasks 
(Pityk, 1979; Rieck et al., 1986; Gandhi and Katnani, 2011).  
 
Recently, contributions of the hypothalamus to behaviours in larval zebrafish have been 
described.  Populations of dopaminergic hypothalamic neurons have been shown to 
regulate light seeking and motor behaviours (Fernandes et al., 2012; McPherson et al., 
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2016), feeding (Yokobori et al., 2011; Yokobori et al., 2012) and sleep cycles (Chiu and 
Prober, 2013). Additionally, serotonergic neurons in the Raphe nucleus, which are 
targeted by hypothalamic neurons, have been shown to work with visual information to 
mediate the classification of visual stimuli as either appetitive or predatory based on the 
feeding state of an individual animal (Filosa et al., 2016).  
 
In larval zebrafish, hypothalamic nuclei are not spatially differentiated by nuclear 
boundaries; instead, the heterogeneous expression of hypothalamic neuropeptides allows 
for the spatial identification of individual nuclei (Herget et al., 2014). On this basis, the 
homologs of mammalian hypothalamic nuclei have been identified in larval zebrafish, 
including the paraventricular nucleus and preoptic area (Herget et al., 2014), and the 
dopaminergic A11 group and subpallial dopaminergic neural populations (Tay et al., 2011).  
Combined, the anatomical and functional connections that have been described in adult 
fish and higher vertebrates, the functions that the hypothalamus plays in larval zebrafish, 
and the flexibility of tectal responses to visual stimuli, all suggest that the hypothalamus 
may be influencing tectal activity directly or indirectly in larval zebrafish.  In this study, we 
have used a transgenic Gal4 line with expression in the hypothalamus to map previously 
undescribed projections into the tectal neuropil of zebrafish larvae, and to identify the 
laminae and sublaminae of the tectal neuropil in which these projections terminate. We 
have then used optogenetics and sculpted light to drive activity selectively in the 
hypothalamus while performing calcium imaging in the tectal PVL, thus identifying the 
nature and magnitude of the hypothalamus’ influence on tectal activity. 
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3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Generation of Animals 
All experiments were performed with approval from and in accordance with the University 
of Queensland Animal Welfare Unit (approval SBMS/305/13/ARC). Zebrafish (Danio rerio) 
of either sex were raised at 28.5°C on a 14 hour ON / 10 hour OFF light cycle. Adult 
zebrafish were maintained, fed and mated as previously described (Westerfield, 2000). All 
experiments were performed in animals homozygous for the nacre mutation of the Tupfel 
long fin (TLN) strain (Lister et al., 1999). The UAS:ChR2-mCherry line was created using 
the ChR2(ET/TC)-mCherry plasmid (Berndt et al., 2011), provided by K. Deisseroth 
(Stanford University). This was cloned as described in chapter 2.3.3.  
 
3.3.2 Generation and Analysis of Averaged Transgene Expression Data  
Animals expressing UAS:Kaede under the control of the Gal4s1113t transgene (Scott et al., 
2007) were fixed, stained with the tERK antibody (Cell signalling, ID 4696), and imaged as 
previously described (Randlett et al., 2015). Multiple tiles were stitched using the Pairwise 
Stitching ImageJ plugin (Preibisch et al., 2009). Image registration of Kaede expression 
was performed against a model of anti-tERK expression in the nervous system of larval 
zebrafish. This was performed with CMTK (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk/) using the 
command string -awr 010203 -T 8 -X 52 -C 8 -G 80 -R 3 -A ‘--accuracy 0.4’ -W ‘--accuracy 
1.6’. Multiple (n = 9) registered animals were combined to create an average model of 
Kaede expression in Gal4s1113t;UAS:Kaede animals, which was incorporated into a local 
version of the Z-Brain atlas. Analysis of the location of expression of a given transgenic 
line was performed using the Z-Brain toolbox (Randlett et al., 2015). 
 
3.3.3 Confocal Microscopy 
Animals expressing the desired fluorescent proteins, under the control of the Gal4s1113t 
were mated and raised as outlined above. All Kaede photoconversion experiments were 
carried out in 6dpf animals, which were screened for desired fluorescence at 2dpf and 
raised in the dark to avoid unwanted photoconversion. At 6dpf, animals were mounted 
dorsal side down in 2% low melt agarose (Progen Biosciences, Murrarie, QLD, Australia) 
in 50mm glass bottom dishes (MatTek Corporation, Ashland, USA), which were then filled 
with E3 media. Photoconversions were performed on an Olympus BX61 upright confocal 
microscope, as described in chapter 2.2.2.Other fluorescent microscopy of the Gal4s1113t 
line was performed on a Zeiss-LSM 710 inverted confocal microscope, using a 561nm 
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laser to image red fluorescence, and a 488nm laser to image green fluorescence, and 
using either 10X or 20X objectives. 
 
3.3.4 Deconvolution 
Deconvolution of images acquired using the spinning disc confocal was performed with 
Huygens Professional Plus Deconvolution (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, The 
Netherlands), as described in chapter 2.2.2.  
 
3.3.5 Spatial Analysis 
Spatial analysis of neuropil laminae was performed using Imaris v8.1 (Bitplane, Zurich, 
Switzerland), using the methods outlined in chapter 2.2.2.  
 
3.3.6 Optogenetic experiments 
Animals used for optogenetic experiments were generated by crossing animals carrying 
Gal4s1113t to animals carrying Gal4s1168t;UAS:ChR2-mCherry, HuC:H2B-GCaMP6s, 
creating larvae with the genotype Gal4s1113t;UAS:ChR2-mCherry, HuC:H2B-GCaMP6s. 
Animals were screened for the desired fluorescent pattern at 2dpf, and were raised until 
6dpf as described above. Optogenetic experiments were performed as detailed in chapter 
2.3.3, with the SLM focussed 125μm beneath the skin. At this depth, we determined that 
the scattering of the spot created by the SLM would be approximately 15μm above and 
below the focal point, resulting in a spot that was approximately 10μm wide, with a depth 
of 30μm.   
 
3.3.7 Optogenetic Image Analysis 
Analysis of optogenetic experiments was performed as detailed in chapter 2.3.3. 
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3.4 Results 
3.4.1 The transgenic line Gal4s1113t expresses Gal4 in rostral hypothalamic neurons 
with projections to the tectal neuropil. 
Through preliminary screening of an existing collection of Gal4 enhancer trap lines (Scott 
et al., 2007a; Scott and Baier, 2009), we identified the transgenic line Gal4s1113t as 
containing apparent projections into the tectal neuropil in 6 dpf larvae. An initial 
assessment of the anatomy of the line was performed by crossing animals to UAS:Kaede 
(Scott et al., 2007a), resulting in the expression of Kaede in Gal4-positive cells of the 
doubly transgenic larvae. These animals were used to create a model of the average 
expression pattern, which was then registered against the annotated Z-Brain atlas of the 
zebrafish brain (Randlett et al., 2015), and also compared to the Zebrafish Brain Atlas 
(Mueller and Wullimann, 2015). Assessment against the Zebrafish Brain Atlas suggested 
expression within a small number of neurons in the ventral diencephalon in the vicinity of 
the rostral hypothalamus (RT), with sparse labelling of neurons in the rhombencephalon 
and telencephalon (Figure 3.1). Neurites from the RT were seen in the midbrain and 
hindbrain (Figure 3.1H). The most notable concentration of neurites was found in the tectal 
neuropil, where Kaede was concentrated toward the medial (and therefore, deep) laminae.  
Outside of the RT, we observed labelled neurites in the valvula cerebellum (Figure 3.1F), 
and within neuropil regions of the hindbrain caudal to the cerebellum, and medial to the 
torus semicircularis (Figure 3.1H). Observations of Kaede expression in individual 
Gal4s1113t; UAS:Kaede animals supported these conclusions (Figure 3.2).   
 
Overall, this analysis suggests that the majority of cell bodies labelled within Gal4s1113t are 
located within the RT, with some sparse labelling in the forebrain and hindbrain (Figure 
3.2A-B). This, in turn, implies that the neurites visualized in these animals likely belong to 
these RT neurons. To confirm that the neurites observed in the tectal neuropil are sending 
synapses to the neuropil, we created Gal4s1113t; UAS:synaptophysin-GFP larvae (Heap et 
al., 2013; Hines et al., 2015), in which the presynaptic terminals of Gal4-positive neurons 
are labelled. Following photoconversion of Kaede in the whole animal, we observed dense 
GFP labelling of presynaptic terminals throughout the deep layers of the tectal neuropil 
(Figure 3.2C), suggesting that these neurites are axons, and that they are forming 
synapses in, rather than simply passing through, the tectal neuropil.  
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Figure 3.1: Expression of Kaede in the Gal4s1113t ET line. (A – E) Expression of 
Kaede in the Gal4s1113t ET line. (A – E) The mean expression across nine animals 
with the genotype Gal4s1113t;UAS:Kaede is shown in magenta, overlaid with a 
panneuronal (HuC) H2B-RFP label (green) at five dorsal-ventral depths. (F) In the 
dorsal brain, Gal4s1113t axons are present in the tectal neuropil (red outline), tectal 
periventricular layer (cyan outline), valvula cerebellum (arrowhead) and hindbrain 
(arrow). (G) Axonal expression in the tectal neuropil (red outline) and sparse 
expression is seen in tectal periventricular neurons (cyan outline). Axons are present in 
the hindbrain (arrows). (H) Further ventral, expression is seen in the neuropil areas 
medial to the torus semicircularis (arrow) and in hindbrain neuropil regions (blue 
outline). (I) Axonal expression in the diffuse nucleus of the intermediate hypothalamus 
(grey outline), a hypothalamic Gad1b cluster (blue outline) and hypothalamic Vglut2 
cluster (red outline), and the migrated posterior tubercular area (M2) (green outline). (J) 
Axonal labelling (arrow) of neurons with cell bodies located in the rostral hypothalamus 
(outlined in red) shown in (K). Scale bars equal 200μm. 
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Figure 3.2: Gal4-positive hypothalamic neurons project axons to the tectal 
neuropil.  (A) A 10X magnification z-projection of a 6 dpf Gal4s1113t;UAS:Kaede 
larva in which expression is strongest in a small number of neurons in the ventral 
diencephalon, located in the rostral hypothalamus (arrow). (B) Neurites are also 
evident in the tectal neuropil (arrowhead, suggesting that hypothalamic projections 
may be targeting the tectum. (C) These neurites are axons, as evidenced by the 
localization of syn-GFP at their tips (arrowheads.  Photoconverted Kaede (red) 
indicates the locations of the cell bodies of Gal4-expressing hypothalamic neurons 
in Gal4s1113t (arrow). 
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3.4.2 Hypothalamic output targets specific laminae of the tectal neuropil 
The above data establish that neurons expressing Gal4 under the control of Gal4s1113t 
transgene project axons into the tectal neuropil, but they do not conclusively demonstrate 
that the Gal4-positive RT neurons are the source of those axons. To address this, we 
performed targeted photoconversion of Kaede in the RT of Atoh7:Gal4; Gal4s1113t, 
UAS:Kaede larvae, which express Kaede both in RGCs and throughout the Gal4s1113t 
expression pattern (arrow, Figure 3.3A). Following targeted photoconversion of RT 
neurons, red Kaede diffused down the axons of these neurons, arriving in the deep layers 
of the tectal neuropil (Figure 3.3B).  Kaede in RGC axons remained unconverted, assuring 
that off-target photoconversion was negligible (Figure 3.3B, C).  Combined with the 
previous data, this confirms that the Gal4-positive neurons in the RT are the source of the 
observed presynaptic terminals in the tectal neuropil. 
 
In light of this, and since functionally distinct laminae are an important part of tectal visual 
processing, we next undertook a detailed analysis of the neuropil laminae into which the 
RT axons project. The tectal neuropils of Atoh7:Gal4; Gal4s1113t, UAS:Kaede larvae with 
targeted RT photoconversion contain both the axons of RGCs (green, labelling the SO, 
SFGS, SGC, and SAC/SPV), and the axons of  RT projection neurons (containing 
photoconverted red Kaede).  This provides a scaffold in green that allows us to register our 
RT afferents against the retinorecipient layers of the neuropil. The strongest signal from 
RT projection neurons was in the deepest neuropil layer: the SAC/SPV (arrows, Figure 
3.3C-F). Other RT projections were present in the SFGS (arrowheads, Figure 3.3C, D and 
F), and a non-retinorecipient sublamina located between the SGC and SAC/SPV 
(asterisks, Figure 3.3E and F). This shows that RT projection neurons target multiple 
discrete depths of the tectal neuropil, including both retinorecipient and non-retinorecipient 
laminae. 
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Figure 3.3: Laminar structure of hypothalamic projections in the tectal neuropil. By 
expressing UAS:Kaede under the control of Atoh7:Gal4 and Gal4s1113t, we have identified 
the neuropil laminae targeted by hypothalamic projection neurons. (A) Maximum intensity 
projection of a single larva at 20X magnification, showing red photoconverted cells in the 
hypothalamus (arrow), as well as their neurites projecting to the tectal neuropil. (B) A 
expanded view of the neuropil region that was sampled to calculate the distributions of 
hypothalamic output (red) in the tectal neuropil, formed by retinal axons (green). (C) A 
rotated view of (B), with the medial edge of the neuropil perpendicular to the field of view. 
Arrows indicate hypothalamic targeting to the SAC/SPV. (D) A 3D Imaris rendering of (C). 
The solid line indicates the midline of the tectal neuropil, and dashed lines show where the 
boundaries that were used in creating the coronal section in (E). Arrows indicate 
hypothalamic output to the SAC/SPV, arrowhead indicates hypothalamic output in the 
SFGS. (E) A coronal section of the tectal neuropil labelling all layers formed by the retina 
(green) as well as hypothalamic output (red). To assess which layers of the neuropil the 
hypothalamus targets, the fluorescent intensity of retinal and hypothalamic inputs were 
sampled at three evenly-spaced positions, indicated by dashed lines. (F) Hypothalamic 
output specifically targeted regions of the SFGS (arrowhead) and SAC/SPV (arrow) in the 
tectal neuropil (green). Additional to this, hypothalamic output frequently targeted a lamina 
devoid of retinal input, in this case between the SGC and SAC/SPV (asterisk, E and F). 
Scale bar represents 100μm. N = 4 animals averaged for panel F. 
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3.4.3 Hypothalamic inhibition of tectal periventricular neurons 
In order to gauge the functional relevance of these RT projections, we next observed the 
responses that tectal neurons have to RT stimulation.  To do this, we used larvae 
expressing panneuronal nuclear-targeted GCaMP6s from the HuC:H2b-GCaMP6s 
transgenic line (Chen et al., 2013; Vladimirov et al., 2014) in combination with the 
Gal4s1113t and UAS:Channelrhodopsin2(ET/TC)-mCherry (ChR2) transgenes. This 
permitted us to track calcium dynamics in tectal neurons while optogenetically stimulating 
Gal4-positive neurons in the RT.  Targeted illumination of these neurons was provided 
using collimated light from a 488nm laser, sculpted by an SLM to produce a hologram in 
the RT (see Methods). It is worth noting that the imaging plane in the tectum is roughly 
150um dorsal to the activation plane in the RT, and that the intensity of the illumination 
plane is reduced using a 0.975 neutral density filter.  The result is that the illumination 
plane, although it is at 488nm, does not lead to any observable activation of ChR2-
expressing neurons on the RT. 
 
To determine whether projections from the RT are excitatory or inhibitory in the tectum, we 
performed experiments where neurons expressing ChR2 were excited with a short 
(100ms) pulse of blue light. Such stimulation excited a similar number of tectal neurons 
both in our experimental larvae and in controls not expressing ChR2, suggesting that the 
responses in these experiments are simply tectal visual responses to the flash of light from 
the SLM (Figure 3.4C). As a means of probing for inhibitory effects, we extended our light 
pulse to five seconds in order to produce prolonged inhibition of postsynaptic tectal 
neurons.  If RT inputs are inhibitory, this should result in a decrease in GCaMP signal in 
the postsynaptic cells (Tian et al., 2009b; Akerboom et al., 2012), followed either by a 
return to baseline, or “rebound firing” in response to the disinhibition of the postsynaptic 
neurons at the end of hypothalamic stimulation (Bennett, 1966; Aizenman and Linden, 
1999; Jay et al., 2015).  Based on these expectations, a small but significant proportion of 
tectal neurons appeared to be inhibited by RT input (Figure 3.4B).  These PVL neurons, 
both as individuals and as a population, showed decreased GCaMP fluorescence following 
the hypothalamic excitation, and in most cases, rebound firing.  Habituation of this rebound 
firing occurred during the course of our three-trial experiment (Figure 3.4B). 
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Figure 3.4: Hypothalamic projection neurons deliver inhibitory inputs to the tectum. 
(A) Prolonged activation of UAS:ChR2-expressing neurons in the rostral hypothalamus 
using sculpted blue light (shaded blue) results in inhibitory responses (shaded red) and 
excitatory visual responses (green)  in tectal PVL neurons. (B) A raster plot of these 
responses (n = 46 inhibited neurons across six larvae) shows the z-scored ΔF/F of these 
inhibited neurons (top), and an average trace of these neurons through the experiment is 
shown (bottom). (C) Similar proportions of tectal cells were excited by the blue light in 
ChR2+ larvae and ChR2- controls, indicating that these are direct visual responses 
(green).  Significantly more tectal neurons were inhibited in ChR2+ larvae versus ChR2- 
controls (red), indicating a causative effect of hypothalamic inputs. Dots represent 
individual larvae and mean+/-SEM is indicated. * = p<0.05. n = 6 experimental, n = 6 
controls. 
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3.5 Discussion 
3.5.1 Hypothalamic projections to the optic tectum of larval zebrafish 
The tecta of various teleost species, including zebrafish, are known to receive input from 
the retina, and from a host of regions throughout the brain. Here, we demonstrate that 
neurons within the RT project to the tectum in larval zebrafish. We also show that these 
projections specifically target the tectal neuropil’s deeper retinorecipient laminae, as well 
as a non-retinorecipient lamina between the SGC and SAC/SPV (Figure 3.3). This 
arrangement has several implications for the overall structure of the tectal neuropil.  It has 
previously been shown that the broad laminae delineated by RGC axons each comprises 
several sublaminae with distinct contributions to visual processing (Xiao and Baier, 2007; 
Bollmann and Engert, 2009; Robles et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Robles et al., 2013; 
Robles et al., 2014). The RT projections that we have found in retinorecipient laminae, 
especially the SFGS, occupy a sharp subset of the lamina, suggesting that they may be 
restricted to specific sublaminae.  This suggests a tight coupling between retinal and non-
retinal inputs to these laminae, and potentially specific contributions from the RT to 
particular types of visual processing.  RT afferents also target one lamina, between the 
SGC and SAC/SPV, not innervated by RGCs. Two conclusions can be drawn from this 
observation. First, it shows that this non-retinorecipient lamina is not exclusively involved 
with secondary visual processing, since it is also incorporating distinct nonretinal inputs. 
Second, since RT inputs innervate a sharp subset of the space between the SGC and the 
SAC/SPV, it appears that these non-retinorecipient laminae, like their retinorecipient 
counterparts, may contain functionally distinct sublaminae.   
 
3.5.2 Functional properties hypothalamic inputs to the tectum 
Following the anatomical descriptions of these RT projections to the tectum, it was 
important to determine their functional contributions to tectal circuitry. This involved both 
short pulses of optogenetic stimulation (designed to elicit excitatory responses in tectal 
PVL neurons) and long pulses of stimulation (designed to identify inhibited PVL neurons) 
in the RT. Short pulses resulted in no significant excitation in tectal PVL neurons, however 
longer optogenetic stimulation showed that the RT drove inhibitory responses in the tectal 
PVL. The fact that there are apparently no tectal cells excited by RT stimulation suggests 
that the inhibited PVL neurons are directly post-synaptic to the projection neurons.  
Inhibition does not appear to result, for example, from the activation of tectal inhibitory 
neurons. To concretely understand the inhibitory nature of this circuit, identification of the 
neurotransmitter profile of RT neurons would need to be performed. By confirming that 
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they do indeed produce inhibitory neurotransmitters, and identifying which of these 
neurotransmitters the RT uses specifically, we would be able to both solidify the findings of 
this thesis, as well as potentially identify homologous hypothalamic brain regions in other 
vertebrate species.  
 
These experiments do not allow us to discriminate between the effects of direct 
monosynaptic connections and those resulting from more complex pathways.  Therefore, it 
is possible that RT activity drives responses in an intermediate structure, which then in 
turn inhibits PVL neurons.  One candidate for such a structure would be the precursor to 
the preglomerular complex, the migrated posterior tubercular area (M2 region), which 
innervates the tectum (Mueller, 2012; Mueller and Wullimann, 2015) and appears to 
receive Gal4-positive neurites in the Gal41113 line (Figure 3.1I).  Given the direct 
anatomical projection from the RT to the tectal neuropil in this line, however, the most 
parsimonious explanation is that the RT projection neurons are feeding directly into the 
tectal circuit.  
 
3.5.3 Implications for tectal processing 
The combined results of our anatomical and functional analyses have implications for the 
roles that non-retinal inputs may play in tectal processing. Given the diverse roles for the 
hypothalamus including arousal (Prober et al., 2006; Chiu and Prober, 2013), the detection 
of prey (Filosa et al., 2016) and feeding (Yokobori et al., 2011; Nishiguchi et al., 2012; 
Yokobori et al., 2012) it seems likely that these inhibitory signals may provide some sort of 
modulatory effect, conceivably influencing approach/escape decisions or other behavioural 
calculations being carried out by tectal circuits (Barker and Baier, 2015; Bianco and 
Engert, 2015). The anatomy of these projections appears to be conserved with those 
described by Kaslin et al (2004), who show that Orexin/Hypocretin expression in the tectal 
neuropil is confined to the SAC in adult zebrafish. If our described projections are those 
described by Kaslin et al (2004), it suggests that they could potentially be involved in 
controlling sleep and wakefulness (Kaslin et al., 2004).  This could help to explain the 
small effect that RT excitation had on tectal neurons. By looking at this interaction in 
scenarios that the RT is likely to be active, such as during the initiation and cessation of 
sleep, we could potentially see a much greater effect of RT stimulation on tectal neurons. 
 
That the responses in the tectum are sparse and inhibitory further supports the idea that 
the hypothalamus’ role is to influence or contextualize the sensory processing, rather than 
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to be a major driver of it. Of course, the identity, morphology, and connectivity of the tectal 
cells inhibited by the RT will be of interest as this circuit is further explored. 
 
These results provide more evidence that the larval zebrafish tectum receives recognized 
diverse range of inputs.  The data presented in this chapter compliment and extend recent 
work showing that the tectum and the Raphe nucleus, a known target of the RT, work 
together to drive behaviours based on the feeding state of larvae (Filosa et al., 2016), and 
thus provides grounds to understand how the visual and metabolic systems work together 
to drive behaviours.  
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Chapter 4 
 The thalamo-tectal tract as a necessary component of loom detection in larval 
zebrafish 
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4.1 Summary 
Visual looming stimuli simulate rapidly approaching predators, resulting in stereotypical 
behavioural responses. In larval zebrafish, looming stimuli elicit robust and rapid escape 
movements that orient and propel animals away from the source of the loom.  Here, we 
describe a neural circuit necessary for eliciting looming-evoked escape responses in larval 
zebrafish. Although the optic tectum has previously been identified as a loom responsive 
hub, here we show that the thalamus is a necessary pre-tectal component of this visual 
pathway. Using SPIM microscopy and GCaMP6f, we show that thalamic neurons are 
specifically tuned to loom stimuli, and that tectal projection neurons deliver information 
about looming stimuli to the tectal neuropil. When we ablate this thalamo-tectal tract, we 
show a marked reduction in the number of tectal cells responsive to looming stimuli, while 
leaving other visually-evoked tectal responses unchanged. Loss of this connection 
interferes with behavioural startle in response to looming stimuli, but only for the side of 
the larva contralateral to the lesion. These data suggest that the previously undescribed 
thalamo-tectal circuit is necessary for the processing of aversive visual stimuli in larval 
zebrafish.  
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4.2 Introduction 
The ability to identify and evade predators is critically important for survival (Carr, 2015; 
Pereira and Moita, 2016). Typically, the visual identification of a predator results in 
stereotyped behaviours that remove the animal from the source of threat. Looming visual 
stimuli resemble potential approaching predators, and as such, provide a useful stimulus 
with which to study visual escape behaviour. Although the responses to predatory stimuli 
are diverse across phylogeny (Holmqvist and Srinivasan, 1991; Card and Dickinson, 2008; 
Santer et al., 2012; Yilmaz and Meister, 2013; Dunn et al., 2016), similarities in them 
between species can allow us to understand the evolution of the circuits between them. 
 
Escape behaviours driven by looming stimuli have been described in numerous animal 
species. In insects, looming-evoked escape behaviours are driven by a population of 
visually responsive neurons that respond to contralateral movement, and activation of 
these neurons results in ‘gliding’ behaviours aimed at delivering an animal away from the 
source of threat (Gray et al., 2001; Santer et al., 2012). In mice, freezing responses driven 
by visual stimuli have been linked to visual-recipient areas of the midbrain; these include a 
population of parvalbumin expressing neurons in the superior colliculus (Shang et al., 
2015) and the lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus (Wei et al., 2015). Analyses of 
loom-responsive neurons in the superior colliculus have mapped out some of the circuits’ 
spatial properties. The vast majority of loom-responsive collicular neurons are located 
alongside other visual-recipient neurons in the superficial layers, with fewer located within 
the intermediate and deep layers (Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015). These loom 
responsive neurons in the intermediate superior colliculus drive loom-evoked behaviours 
through projections to the lateral amygdala, a structure heavily involved in fear behaviours 
(Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015). Although the projection from the intermediate 
superior colliculus to the lateral amygdala is sufficient to elicit freezing behaviour when 
stimulated optogenetically (Wei et al., 2015), the circuit relies on feedback from the lateral 
geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the thalamus for freezing in response to visual stimuli 
(Yokobori et al., 2012). In the context of visually-evoked escape responses, projections 
from the LGN monosynaptically target looming-responsive neurons in the superior 
colliculus, and the proper functioning of these neurons is necessary for looming-evoked 
escape responses (Carr, 2015; Wei et al., 2015).  
 
Some of the corresponding circuitry has been characterised recently in lower vertebrates.  
In larval zebrafish, startling auditory, somatosensory, and visual stimuli result in rapid 
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stereotypical escape responses called C-bends (Eaton et al., 1977; Bianco et al., 2011; 
Kalueff et al., 2013; Temizer et al., 2015; Dunn et al., 2016). These C-bends are driven by 
a well-described hindbrain circuit converging on the Mauthner cells (Eaton et al., 1977; 
Kimmel et al., 1980; Eaton et al., 2001; Lacoste et al., 2015), but the responses also rely 
on upstream sensory circuits that identify threatening stimuli (Kimmel et al., 1974; Fetcho 
and Faber, 1988; O'Malley et al., 1996). For visual stimuli, the larval zebrafish tectum, 
homologous to the mammalian superior colliculus, is necessary for startle responses.  A 
category of retinal ganglion cells projecting to the tectum have been shown to respond to 
looms, and ablations of the tectal neuropil prevent visual startles (Temizer et al., 2015). 
These results raise the possibility that larval fish have a simple retino-tectal circuit for the 
visual identification of threats, and that contributions from the thalamus or other brain 
regions are specific to higher vertebrates.  
 
Addressing this requires a careful consideration of how the thalamus is and is not 
conserved across phylogeny.  In larval zebrafish, the dorsal and ventral thalamus are not 
considered to be part of the ‘true thalamus’, and the identity of a structure homologous to 
the tetrapod thalamus is unresolved (Mueller, 2012; Carr, 2015).  Based on the existence 
of pallial projections, the closest homologue to the tetrapod thalamus in larval zebrafish is 
thought to be the preglomerular complex (Fernald and Shelton, 1985; Mueller, 2012), 
however this structure develops after that of other visually-responsive brain regions, and is 
yet to be implicated in visually-guided behaviours (Mueller, 2012; Carr, 2015). 
Remarkably, despite the fact that the thalamus occupies a large portion of the larval brain, 
no specific roles in sensory processing or behaviour have been established for thalamic 
circuits (Mueller et al., 2006; Mueller and Wullimann, 2009; Mueller, 2012).  Evolutionarily, 
it is nonsensical to dedicate such resources to a structure of the brain that has no real role 
in the behaviours that are critical at this stage of development. 
 
By utilising the optical, behavioural, and genetic advantages offered by larval zebrafish, we 
here describe a novel pathway for detecting looming stimuli in larval zebrafish. Using the 
neural activity marker pERK, we show that looming stimuli result in an increased activity in 
the optic tectum, as expected, but also in the dorsal and ventral thalamus. Using GCaMP6f 
and SPIM, we find that thalamic neurons robustly and selectively respond to looming 
stimuli, and that some of these neurons project axons into the tectal neuropil. Most 
importantly, we show that these projections from the thalamus to the tectum are critical for 
both the tectal responses to looming stimuli, and for the eventual visually-mediated escape 
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behaviour.  In light of these findings, we propose that the thalamus of larval zebrafish 
carries out specific circuit-level processes like those seen in mammals.    
 
4.3 Methods 
 4.3 1 Generation of animals 
All experiments were performed with approval from and in accordance with the University 
of Queensland Animal Welfare Unit (approval SBMS/305/13/ARC). Zebrafish (Danio rerio) 
of either sex were raised at 28.5°C on a 14 hour ON / 10 hour OFF light cycle. Adult 
zebrafish were maintained, fed and mated as previously described (Westerfield, 2000). All 
experiments were performed in animals homozygous for the nacre mutation of the Tupfel 
long fin (TLN) strain (Lister et al., 1999). 
 
 4.3.2 ERK/pERK staining 
TLN animals at 6dpf were mounted dorsal side up in 2% low melting point agarose, and 
were then placed individually into 25mm Petri dishes that were placed 20mm above a 
55mm x 75mm LED screen. A looming stimulus was played below these animals, 
repeated every 10 seconds for 10 minutes. Animals were immediately fixed in 4% PFA 
after cessation of the looming stimulus, and were stained as described in chapter 2.3.1. 
Analysis of expression in the Gal4s1020t line was performed as described in chapter 2.2.1. 
 
 4.3.3 Recording from neural populations during visual stimulation 
All GCaMP experiments were performed on 6dpf animals expressing a panneuronal and 
nuclear targeted version of GCaMP6f. Animals were placed in the imaging chamber 
described in chapter 2.3.2 and figures 2.7, and experiments were performed using a setup 
identical to that shown in figure 2.8. In the preliminary experiments, imaging was focussed 
to three thalamic depths, separated by 15μm. A stimulus train consisting of 56 visual 
stimuli (Table 1) was played to the animals, repeating the experiment five times at each 
depth. Analysis of data generated from these experiments was performed using the 
MatLab code described in chapter 2.3.2 (appendix 1 and 2).  
For the detailed descriptions of visual processing in larval zebrafish, a smaller stimulus set 
was used, comprised of looming stimuli and spots that moved rostrally and caudally in two 
different contrasts (See rows 1,3,5,27,37 and 39 of table 1 for details on stimulus speeds 
and luminance changes), with an interstimulus interval of 10 seconds. 6dpf zebrafish were 
mounted as described above. For each stimulus, ten 200-frame tiff series were taken at 
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10Hz. These were concatenated together, and analysed using a variation of the code 
presented in appendix 2 and as outlined in chapter 2.3.2.  
 
4.3.4 Axonal mapping of the thalamo-tectal tract 
Analysis of the thalamo-tectal tract was performed using the methods outlined in chapter 
2.2.2.  
 
4.3.5 Two-photon ablations 
Ablations were carried out in animals with the genotype Gal4s1020t;UAS:mCherry,HuC:H2B-
GCaMP6f. 6dpf animals with the desired genotype were mounted in 2% low melting point 
agarose for ablations experiments, which were performed on a Zeiss710 inverted 
microscope. A z-stack from the most dorsal point of the axonal fibres labelled by Gal4s1020t 
to the bottom of the labelled structure was taken as a comparison for after the ablation was 
performed. The thalamo-tectal tract (labelled by Gal4s1020t;UAS:mCherry) was selected as 
an ROI using the ‘Regions’ software on Zen Black, and using the ‘Bleaching’ Zen plugin 
this was ablated using a 910nm laser, pulsed 25 times. A second stack was then taken, to 
determine whether the selected axons were ablated in the animals.  
 
Ablations were performed for three separate categories. Control animals consisted of 
mounting controls, which were subjected to identical handling conditions as ablated 
animals. Unilateral ablations were performed by ablating one side of the thalamo-tectal 
tract, and bilateral ablations consisted of ablations of both sides of this projection. 
Regardless of what ablation paradigm was carried out on an animal, the ablation protocol 
was kept consistent. After ablations, animals were removed from the agarose immediately 
and were left to recover in E3 media until either SPIM or behavioural experiments were 
commenced. 
 
 
4.3.6 Behavioural experiments and analysis  
For behavioural experiments, petri dishes were prepared that had been filled with 2% 
agarose with a 15mm diameter circle cut out. This section was filled with E3 media, and 
the petri dish was placed 1cm above a 75mm x 55mm LED screen. A single larva was 
placed into the cut out section, and was left to adapt to the new arena for 15 minutes. 
Animals were visualised through a slow motion camera (HiSpec2G-mono, serial HS00112, 
FastTec Imaging Corporation, San Diego USA), which was set to record at 200 frames per 
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second. A looming stimulus was played from below, and originated from the centre of the 
cut-out arena. Each larva was subjected to 20 looms; 10 originating from each side of the 
animal, and the obtained movies were saved as .tiff files.  
 
Analysis of these data was performed on FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012). The image series 
above were loaded individually into the program, and two measurements were made. The 
first of these was a binary yes or no measurement, determining whether a larva responded 
to the looming stimulus in the movie. From this measurement, the response rate for each 
animal was calculated. In unilateral experiments, care was taken to calculate the 
percentages for each side separately, whereas in both control and bilateral conditions the 
percentage was calculated from all loom exposures. 
 
In instances where animals did respond to the looms, a measurement was taken 
calculating the angle change reached at the end of the first turn an animal took. This was 
calculated by measuring the angle between the head and swim bladder of an animal 
compared to the centre of the arena, where the loom originated from. A second 
measurement was taken after the fish completed its first turn, which again was taken using 
the head, swim bladder and centre of the loom as anchor points. These measurements 
were subtracted from each other to find the angular change, where a positive result 
indicated a turn towards the loom and a negative result indicated a turn away from the 
loom. 
 
These data were plotted and analysed using Graphpad Prism 7.0. one-way ANOVAs were 
performed using a Tukey test for multiple comparisons to determine whether different 
experimental groups responded differently to the loom. To compare the distributions of the 
angular changes, data was loaded into MatLab. This was plotted as a histogram using the 
hist function, and a line of best fit was generated by using ‘histfit(data)’. These were 
graphed in radians, spanning from 0 - 2π. To determine whether the distribution of the 
angular changes was different between groups, a to-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was 
performed with the MatLab function [h,p] = kstest2(data1,data2) where h indicated the 
decision for the null hypothesis and p indicated the p-value.  
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4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Looming stimuli robustly activate neurons within the thalamus of larval zebrafish 
To determine which regions of the brain were active as a result of looming stimuli, we 
mimicked the previously described methods from Randlett et al (2015), using pERK as a 
proxy for identifying previously active neural populations. To do this, we took animals 
subjected to looming stimuli and stained them using antibodies targeting both ERK and 
pERK. The resulting images of both stains were incorporated into a local version of the 
zebrafish brain atlas Z-Brain, which was used to identify the regions of the brain with a 
high level of pERK staining. These experiments were performed in animals restrained in 
agarose, as a means of keeping responses resulting from swimming to a minimum.  
 
We observed a notable increase in the levels of pERK in both the ventral thalamus and 
tectum of animals subjected to looming stimuli when compared to controls (figure 4.1). 
When observing an average model of the expression pattern, the tecta of animals shown 
the loom displayed a prominent pERK profile. In contrast to this, pERK staining in the 
thalamus was sparse, and thus was not easily visualized in an averaged model of the 
expression. By comparing the ratio of pERK and ERK throughout the entirety of both the 
tectum and ventral thalamus, it was clear that pERK was highly upregulated in animals 
shown the loom compared to controls (Figure 4.1). This finding is somewhat surprising; 
although the tectum of larval zebrafish has been conclusively been shown to be loom-
responsive, the thalamus of larval zebrafish is yet to be identified as a visual-recipient 
structure.  
 
4.4.2 The thalamus selectively responds to looming visual stimuli 
In light of the results above, we wanted to determine what types of visual responses occur 
in the thalamus. To do this, we used a nuclear-targeted and pan-neuronally expressed 
version of GCaMP6f (H2B:HuC-GCaMP6f) (Chen et al., 2013), combined with SPIM, to 
observe responses among thalamic neurons as we presented a wide range of visual 
stimuli (Table 1). We also observed responses in the tectum so that this well characterised 
visual structure’s responses could be registered against those that we found in the 
thalamus. Visual stimuli included moving spots representing prey items, flashes of light to 
induce luminance changes, moving bars to detect motion selectivity, and looming stimuli 
representing predators. These stimuli were presented in different contrasts, sizes, and 
directions, to determine whether there was any selectivity in how neurons in the thalamus 
responded to these parameters.  This mirrors similar work previously done for the tectum  
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Figure 4.1: pERK expression in loom-stimulated animals. A-C: expression of pERK 
(magenta) overlaid onto a panneuronal and nuclear marker within Z-Brain (grey). 
Boxes outlined in A and B indicate zoomed areas in D and E. D: pERK was observed 
to be upregulated in the tectum (outlined in cyan). E: Sparse pERK labelling was seen 
in the ventral thalamus (outlined in cyan). The ratio of pERK to ERK was significantly 
higher in loom experiments compared to controls in both the tectum (F) and the ventral 
thalamus (E). n = 6 loom animals, n = 5 controls. ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. Error bars 
indicate the SEM.  
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(Gabriel et al., 2012; Grama and Engert, 2012; Hunter et al., 2013; Abbas and Meyer, 
2014). These data show strong responses among thalamic neurons to a dark-on-light loom 
stimulus, with few if any responses to other stimuli (Figure 4.2).  Neurons in the tectum, as 
expected, were robustly responsive to numerous distinct visual stimuli (Figure 2.9). This 
suggests that the thalamus is responding to some feature or combination of features 
exclusively contained within the dark-on-light loom. 
 
In order to study the details of these thalamic and tectal responses in more depth, and to 
look for possible interactions between them, we winnowed our stimulus train to include 
only moving spots and looms, with an inter stimulus interval of 10 seconds.  These stimuli 
have previously been shown to drive both behavioural and visual responses in zebrafish, 
with moving spots simulating prey items and eliciting approach behaviour (Bianco et al., 
2011; Bianco and Engert, 2015; Filosa et al., 2016) and looms representing predators and 
driving escape responses (Temizer et al., 2015; Dunn et al., 2016). Both were presented 
as light-on-dark and as dark-on-light stimuli to test for the effects of luminance (Dunn et al., 
2016). Because we saw no evidence for different thalamic depths being important in visual 
responsiveness (Figure 4.2), we tested these stimuli in one plane in both the tectum and 
thalamus, and repeated each stimulus ten times to determine how robustly these 
responses were represented in either structure.  The results of this analysis echoed our 
results across all visual stimuli: the tectum was responsive to all visual stimuli, while the 
thalamus’ responses were selective for the dark-on- light loom (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.2: Thalamic responses to a wide array of visual stimuli. A-C: Example images 
of the three depths sampled. D-F: There was no difference in how the three thalamic depths 
responded to visual stimuli (numbered on x-axis, corresponding to table 1), with the only 
significant response above baseline firing rates being a black on white loom.  
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Figure 4.3: Responses in the tectum and thalamus to select visual stimuli.  (A) 
Consistent with what has been previously described, we found that the tectum of larval 
zebrafish robustly responded to all visual stimuli, with cells firing between 0 and 10 times 
to the 10 presentations of each stimulus. (B) The thalamus only seemed to respond 
consistently to the black on white loom, with very few cells responding more than 30% of 
the time to all other visual stimuli. (C) When comparing the distribution of responses of the 
spontaneous background activity (white box) to the that of the responses elicited by the 
stimuli (annotated boxes), we see that the tectum has a significantly different distribution 
of the responses to all four stimuli, whereas the thalamus only has a change in 
responsiveness when comparing spontaneous activity to activity elicited by the loom. (D) 
By plotting the mean of the responses in 10X responsive cells in both the tectum (black) 
and thalamus (red), we see no difference in how the cells respond to the stimuli (shaded 
blue). n = 12, * = <0.05, ** = <0.005. 
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We saw that the tectum responded in a similar fashion to all visual stimuli, with a linear 
decay in the number of cells responding from 0/10 to 8/10 times, and with an increased 
proportion of cells that responded 9/10 and 10/10 times, similar to what has been 
previously reported (Thompson and Scott, 2016). For the thalamus, we found that the only 
stimulus that caused robust responses above baseline spontaneous firing rates was the 
black on white loom (Figure 4.3C).   
 
4.4.3 The enhancer trap line Gal4s1020t drives expression in the dorsal and ventral 
thalamus, including within a population of thalamic projection neurons targeting the tectum.  
These calcium imaging data reveal the responsiveness of the thalamus and tectum to 
these stimuli, but provide no insights into whether or how visual information flows between 
the structures. In order to study these functional relationships, we characterised the Gal4 
enhancer trap line Gal4s1020t, which has expression of Gal4 within the thalamus and the 
spinal cord (Scott et al., 2007b; Scott and Baier, 2009; Wyart et al., 2009). To determine 
exactly which structures express Gal4 in this line, we crossed animals carrying the 
Gal4s1020t transgene to animals expressing UAS:Kaede (Scott et al., 2007b), creating 
double transgenic animals expressing Kaede in all Gal4-positive cells. We used these 
animals to create a model of the expression pattern of Gal4s1020t, which was compared to 
the zebrafish neural atlas Z-Brain (Randlett et al., 2015) to determine the location of the 
expression pattern (Figure 4.4). Individually, animals showed expression within the 
habenulae and the ventral thalamus, as well as weak expression in numerous 
hypothalamic clusters (data not shown) (Figure 4.5 A-B). When observing individual 
thalamic neurons in Gal4s1020t, we observed that neurons sent large branching axons 
throughout the entire of the neuropil that seemed to non-specifically target numerous 
depths (Figure 4.5C).  
 
Next, we aimed to observe the expression of Gal4s1020t in adult animals, to try and identify 
the potential structures that the cells observed in larval fish develop into in adulthood. By 
observing the expression of Gal4s1020t;UAS:Kaede in adult animals, we found that the 
expression was localised to the midline of mesencephalon of these animals, with strong 
expression within the vicinity of the anterior thalamic nucleus (Figure 4.6).  
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Figure 4.4: Z-brain analysis of the Gal4s1020t transgene. (A-D) Expression of 
Gal4s1020t;UAS:Kaede (magenta) averaged across five animals, and overlaid onto a 
HuC:H2B-RFP fluorescent marker used in Z-Brain. Expression of the Gal4s1020t transgene 
is located within the habenulae (E), the tectal neuropil (F), the ventral thalamus, as well as 
sparsely in the dorsal thalamus (G). We noted that axons from the cell bodies expressing 
within the thalamus appeared to be in contact with the retinal arborisation field AF4 (H) in 
the mesencephalon. (I) Alongside the majority of the expression seen in the thalamus 
(arrowhead), additional expression was noted in the spinal cord (arrows).  
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Figure 4.5: Projection patterns of the Gal4s1020t transgene. (A) 10X magnification 
image of UAS:Kaede expression shows expression within the ventral thalamus. (B) at 
20X magnification, notable axonal projections (arrowhead) from the cell bodies labelled 
in the line (arrow) can be seen targeting the tectal neuropil. (C) By utilising the transgenic 
line Brn3c:Gal4;UAS:GFP, we can visualise individual projection neurons from the 
thalamus (red), with apparent projections into the tectal neuropil. (D) Photoconversion of 
Kaede in the thalamus allows us to visualise the projection pattern of thalamic neurons 
into the tectal neuropil en masse. By comparing photoconverted (red) thalamic axons to 
un-photoconverted (green) kaede within retinal axons, we can visualise the projection 
patterns of the thalamus compared to the tectal neuropil layers formed by the retina. (E) 
The neuropil of the animal shown in (D), rotated so that the neuropil is perpendicular to 
the field of view. (F) An Imaris rendering of the image shown in (E), highlighting where 
the sampling was done to map the thalamic projections onto the neuropil layers, shown 
in (G).   
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Figure 4.6: Expression of the Gal4s1020t- transgene in an adult animal.  (A) A 4X 
magnification image of a transverse section of an adult zebrafish, expressing UAS:Kaede 
under the control of the Gal4s1020t transgene. The schematic in the top left indicates the 
approximate location of the section. (B) A 10X magnification image of the section shown 
in (A). Cell bodies are located strictly on the midline of the mesencephalon, rostral to the 
tectum.  
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4.4.4 Thalamic outputs non-specifically target all tectal neuropil laminae  
These above data show that the thalamus of larval zebrafish is a visual structure that is 
specifically active during looming stimuli. Additionally we show that the thalamus contains 
a population of neurons that target the tectal neuropil. Because we know that the tectal 
neuropil is a highly laminated structure (Struermer, 1988; Robles et al., 2013), we next 
wanted to determine whether thalamic afferents to the structure target it in a specific 
manner.  
 
The transgenic line Atoh7:Gal4 has previously been used to describe the arborisations of 
RGC axons in the tectal neuropil (Del Bene et al., 2010; Robles et al., 2011; Kita et al., 
2015b). We used this transgenic line in conjunction with the marker transgene UAS:Kaede 
to label all retinorecipient laminae of the tectal neuropil (from dorsal to ventral): the stratum 
opticum (SO), stratum fibrosum et griseum superficiale (SFGS), stratum griseum centrale 
(SGC) and the stratum album centrale and stratum griseum periventriculare (SAC/SPV) 
(Meek, 1983; Sas and Maler, 1986; Vanegas et al., 2004). We generated larvae with the 
genotype Gal4s1020t, Atoh7:Gal4;UAS:Kaede to label both retinorecipient tectal neuropil 
layers and Gal4-positive thalamic neurons under the Gal4s1020t transgene. By selectively 
photoconverting Kaede in the thalamus and waiting for red Kaede to diffuse down the 
thalamic axons (Scott et al., 2007b; Scott and Baier, 2009), we could register thalamic 
inputs to the tectal neuropil against unconverted RGC axons that remained green.  
 
We found thalamic projections throughout the depth of the neuropil, including all 
retinorecipient layers (Figure 4.5). We also observed dense thalamic axons at particular 
positions, presumably corresponding to neuropil sublaminae, in the SAC/SPV and 
between the SFGS and SGC. These patterns of lamination were broadly consistent 
between animals, but in some instances, individual animals did not show specific peaks. 
This is likely due to the sampling method employed in the study- observing the labelling 
through a small optical section of the neuropil in each animal. On this basis we are 
reporting on laminar structures present in most, though not necessarily all, larvae 
observed.    
 
4.4.5 Thalamic axons convey loom-related information to the tectal neuropil 
Next we aimed to address whether the presynaptic terminals of tectal-targeting thalamic 
axons were active during the presentation of visual stimuli. This will determine whether the 
anatomical arrangement just described is reflected in communication from the thalamus to 
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the tectum.  Through utilising a presynaptically-driven calcium indicator under the control 
of the Gal4/UAS system, we were able to selectively visualise the calcium responses in 
the presynaptic terminals (through using the transgene UAS:synGCaMP5) of the cells 
expressing under the Gal4s1020t transgene. These data were analysed using cNMF 
analysis (described in chapter 1.4). The components obtained from the cNMF were 
analysed further using a linear regression, which calculated the R2 value of a given 
component to a regressor which modelled the timings of the different stimuli (Figure 4.8A 
and F). Through doing this, we found that the response profiles of these presynaptic 
terminals mirrored what we saw when observing the cell bodies that they originated in; we 
saw robust responses to dark-on-light looming stimuli, but rarely saw responses to any 
other visual stimuli (Figure 4.7-4.8).   
 
By registering all animals against each other, we mapped the responsive presynaptic 
responses resulting from stimulus presentation back onto the tectal neuropil. These were 
then used to create an average distribution of the locations of responsive areas across all 
animals. Through doing this, we found that the distribution of these thalamic responses to 
black on white looms was constrained to a distinct anatomical location in the tectal 
neuropil in the superficial SFGS (Figure 4.6B). In individual animals, we occasionally saw 
activity that spanned the entire SFGS into the space between the SFGS and SGC, 
consistent with what we observed when observing the entirety of the thalamic projections 
to the tectum (Figure 4.5G).   
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Figure 4.7: Responses of the presynaptic terminals of cells expressing in Gal4s1020t 
are active during looming stimuli. A: By expressing a synaptically targeting GFP under 
the control of Gal4s1020t, we can see presynaptic terminals located within the tectal 
neuropil. Through utilising the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP5 expressed 
within the presynaptic terminals of the neurons in the thalamus 
(Gal4s1020t;UAS:synGCaMP5), we can visualise the activity of the thalamic terminals 
during presentation of visual stimuli. B: Shows the location and magnitude of the 
responses of thalamic axons in the tectal neuropil during looming stimuli across multiple 
animals registered against each other. C: The dF/F of these synaptic terminals over 10 
presentations of the looming stimuli (onset shaded in blue).  n = 5 animals, error bars in C 
represent the SEM across all animals. Scale bars indicate 100μm.  
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Figure 4.8: Thalamic synaptic responses to visual stimuli. For all four stimuli, in all 
four fish, the cNMF component with the highest R2 value are displayed here. R2 values 
were calculated by performing a linear regression of the cNMF traces and the regressors 
created from the timings of both looms (A) and both moving spots (F). The fluorescent 
traces of these components is shown in (B) for looming stimuli, (C) for the reverse looming 
stimuli, (G) for the black spot and (H) for the white spot. The anatomical locations of these 
responsive regions are shown in (D-E) for both looming stimuli, and (I-J) for both moving 
spot stimuli.  
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4.4.6 An essential role for the thalamo-tectal tract in loom detection 
To determine whether the thalamus plays a necessary role in loom detection, we ablated 
the thalamo-tectal tract, and looked for impacts on tectal loom responses, or on escape 
behaviour. This was done by using methods that have been previously described to ablate 
axon tracts originating from the retina in larval zebrafish (Temizer et al., 2015). First, these 
experiments were performed unilaterally, to determine whether the responsiveness of 
tectal neurons to looming stimuli was affected by thalamic activity (Figure 4.9). Control 
animals were mounted in the same way as ablation animals, but did not undergo ablations. 
This experimental design was based on the hypothesis that, in a fish with a unilateral 
ablation to the thalamo-tectal tract, only vision originating on the contralateral side to the 
ablation would show an effect in the tectum. In control animals, no ablation was performed 
to avoid off target effects.  
 
In ablated animals, I observed a marked decrease in the responsiveness of tectal neurons 
to black- on-white looms when compared to controls (Figure 4.10). Importantly, we saw no 
decrease in the responsiveness of tectal cells any other stimuli, suggesting that this loss of 
loom-responsiveness was not a result of a total loss of vision (Figure 4.10D). Additionally, I 
saw no difference in the distribution of loom responses in the thalamus between control 
and ablated animals (Figure 4.11). Notably, in all experimental conditions, there was a 
significantly higher number of non-responsive neurons (i.e. neurons responding 0/10 
times), and significantly fewer neurons firing less than 30% of the time (i.e. neurons 
responding 1/10. 2/10 and 3/10 times). When taking into account the spontaneous firing 
rates in both ablated and control animals, we saw the same results; in animals where the 
thalamo-tectal tract was ablated, cells had fewer spontaneous firing events, suggesting 
that thalamic activity modulates the baseline firing of tectal cells (Figure 4.12).  
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Figure 4.9: Ablation of the thalamo-tectal tract. (A) 32X magnification image of an 
animal with the genotype Gal4s1020t;UAS:mCherry  pre-ablation. The thalamus has 
been outlined, and the arrow indicates the location of the thalamo-tectal tract. (B) 
Post ablation, there is a clear loss of the axonal tract seen in (A). Scale bars = 
100μm.  
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Control 
Ablation 
Figure 4.10: Loss of the thalamo-tectal tract causes a selective loss of loom 
responsiveness in the tectum of larval zebrafish. (A) Responses in the tectum of an 
example control fish, and (B) responses in the tectum of an example of an animal where 
the thalamo-tectal tract has been ablated. For both (A) and (B), the four stimuli where 
presented 10 times. Responsive cells are coloured based on the number of times they 
responded. (C) By plotting the average distribution of the number of times that tectal cells 
responded to all stimuli across all fish, and comparing the distribution between control and 
ablated animals, we see that the distribution of looming responses is significantly different 
in ablated animals, whereas all other visual stimuli remain unaffected. (D) Comparing the 
number of responses in control (black) and ablated (red) animals shows that the change 
in distribution seen in (C) is due to an increase in the number of neurons not responding, 
and a decrease in the number of neurons responding more than twice. A significant 
decrease in the number of neurons responding 100% of the time was also seen. n = 12 
controls, n = 6 ablation animals. ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. Error bars represent the SEM.         
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Figure 4.11: Thalamic responses in control (C) and ablation (Ab) 
animals to the loom. The average distribution in the number of 
responses elicited by a looming stimulus is significantly different to 
spontaneous firing in both control and ablation animals.  
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Figure 4.12: Loss of spontaneous activity in tectal neurons resulting from ablation 
of the thalamo-tectal tract. Post ablation, we saw a significant increase in the number of 
neurons that did not fire spontaneously in ablated animals (red) compared to control 
animals (black), as well as a significant decrease in the number of 1 / 2 and 3 times 
spontaneous events. n = 12 control animals, n = 6 ablation animals. * = p<0.05, error bars 
indicate the SEM. 
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These results suggest a role for the thalamo-tectal tract in attending to looming stimuli. We 
next wanted to determine whether this projection is necessary for eliciting loom-evoked 
escape behaviours. When confronted by looming stimuli, larval zebrafish undertake 
stereotypical behavioural responses that orient the animal away from loom (Temizer et al., 
2015; Dunn et al., 2016). In light of this, we sought out to determine whether a loss of the 
thalamo-tectal tract resulted in either a loss of the responsiveness to looms, or a change in 
how the responses were elicited. The behaviour of animals with a unilateral loss of the 
thalamo-tectal tract mirrored what we seen in the cellular responses to looms- animals 
responded significantly less to looms compared to controls (Figure 4.13). Consistent with 
what was hypothesised, this effect was only seen when looms were presented on 
contralateral to the side of the ablation in unilaterally ablated animals. In contrast to this, 
we saw that bilateral ablations resulted in a loss of loom responsiveness regardless of 
where the loom originated from. Additional to this we found that in instances where 
unilaterally ablated animals responded to looms on the contralateral side, the behavioural 
response elicited was more likely to occur towards to source of the loom, as opposed to 
away (Figure 4.13C) In animals where a bilateral ablation took place, we saw no bias in 
the direction of the escape responses elicited by the loom (Figure 4.13D).  
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Figure 4.13: Loss of the thalamo-tectal tract causes a loss of behavioural responses 
elicited by looming stimuli. (A) Animals with a unilateral ablation startled significantly 
less to the loom when it was presented on the side contralateral to the site of ablation 
compared to both controls and instances where the loom was presented on the ipsilateral 
side of the ablation. Animals with a bilateral ablation startled significantly less than both 
the control and the unilateral ablations with an ipsilateral loom presentation, regardless of 
where the loom originated from. (B) Startle responses elicited by the loom in both control 
and unilateral ablations where the loom was presented on the ipsilateral side to the 
ablation robustly startled away from the looming stimulus. This directional response was 
lost in both escape responses in fish with a bilateral ablation, as well as in escapes in 
animals with a unilateral ablation where the loom originated on the contralateral side to 
the axotomy. (C) The distribution of these escape responses clearly shows that control 
animals (dark grey) and unilateral ablations with an ipsilateral loom (light grey) startle 
away from the source of loom (shaded blue). Unilateral ablations where the loom 
originated on the contralateral side of the axotomy resulted in a shift in the direction of the 
escape response, with animals instead startling towards the source of the loom. n = 9 
controls, n = 7 unilateral ablations, n = 5 bilateral ablations. * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01, *** = 
p<0.001. Error bars represent SEM.   
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4.5 Discussion 
Here, for the first time, we show that the thalamus of larval zebrafish is a visual structure 
that is responsive to looming stimuli (Figures 4.2-4.3). When comparing the population 
responses of cells located within the thalamus to those located in the tectum we observed 
a distinct difference in how the two brain regions respond to visual stimuli (Figures 2.8, 
4.2-4.3). We observed the tectum responding to all visual stimuli, consistent with previous 
observations (Del Bene et al., 2010; Gabriel et al., 2012; Hunter et al., 2013; Abbas and 
Meyer, 2014; Bianco and Engert, 2015; Dunn et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2016). In 
contrast to this, the thalamus was only observed to be transiently active to the vast 
majority of visual stimuli (Figures 4.2-4.3), with a black on white loom being the only 
stimulus causing a consistent and significant increase in firing rate from baseline 
spontaneous firing rates. This finding is somewhat supported by results from Dunn et al 
(2016), where populations of neurons within the vicinity of the thalamus and pretectum 
were noted as being loom-responsive. In these experiments, we were unable to detect 
whether the cellular responses in the thalamus and the tectum were a direct result of the 
presentation of visual stimuli, or whether they were a kind of premotor response to a visual 
cue. In our experiments, we rarely saw behavioural responses to looms, which suggests it 
is likely that the loom-evoked responses we observed are directly sensory related.  
 
Anatomically, we observed thalamic projection neurons that sent axons throughout all 
main strata of the tectal neuropil (Figure 4.5). Interestingly, when observing the 
presynaptic terminals of these neurons during the presentation of looms, we did not 
observe the same organisation. Loom-responsive thalamic terminals in the tectal neuropil 
were confined spatially to the SFGS (Figure 4.7-4.8); this is consistent with reports of 
where loom-responsive retinal information is located (Temizer et al., 2015), and suggests 
a potential subclass of thalamic cells that are loom responsive. If this is indeed the case, it 
would not have been observed when comparing the distribution of neurons in Gal4s1020t to 
that of Ath5:Gal4.  
 
In this study, we show that a loss of the thalamo-tectal tract causes a marked reduction in 
both the cellular and behavioural responses to looms, with a significantly higher number of 
non-responsive neurons, and an overall reduction in the number of loom-responsive tectal 
neurons that was significantly lower when observing the cells firing 10/10 times (Figure 
4.10, 4.13-4.14). These results could mean that, in larval zebrafish, the thalamus and 
tectum form a circuit that is partly responsible for both detecting and responding to 
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predatory visual cues. They also suggest that the thalamus is modulating the responses of 
the tectum to looms; this explanation is probable, as it is well known that the tectum 
receives direct visual information from RGCs. Because of this, it is perhaps feasible that a 
loss of thalamic input to the tectum results in a higher activation threshold of tectal 
neurons, resulting in a lessening of tectal responses to looms. This explanation is 
supported, as we found that in animals that thalamic loom responses were not affected by 
the ablations, showing that the fish can indeed see the visual stimulus (Figure 4.11). This 
suggests that the thalamus directly sends information to the tectum regarding the 
presence of looming stimuli, which is necessary for eliciting the proper cellular and 
behavioural responses. This is the first time to our knowledge that the thalamus of 
zebrafish has been conclusively implicated in visually-derived behaviours; something that 
is surprising when considering both the role of the thalamus in mammals, and the 
anatomical properties of the thalamus itself in zebrafish (Figure 4.5). Previously, areas of 
the brain necessary for both the initial detection of visual stimuli (Temizer et al., 2015) and 
for the commencement of the startle behaviour itself (Dunn et al., 2016) have been shown 
to be necessary for both cellular and behavioural responses to looms. These studies, while 
making crucial discoveries regarding both the initial and endpoint circuitry underlying 
visually-evoked escape behaviours, do not describe the entirety of the circuits responsible. 
By showing here that the thalamus acts as a gateway structure for detecting and 
responding to looms, we can start to gain a better understanding of both the entire circuit 
responsible for the behaviour, as well as start to understand how this circuit has evolved 
into what we see in higher order vertebrate species. 
 
The thalamo-tectal projection described here is similar to the recently described circuitry 
formed within the lateral-posterior thalamic nucleus and the superior colliculus, which has 
been shown to be necessary for the proper behavioural responses to looms in mammals 
(Wei et al., 2015). The apparent homology between these two pathways is somewhat 
surprising as traditionally the thalamus of larval zebrafish has been perceived as being 
non-homologous with that of the mammalian thalamic nuclei; a hypothesis based off of 
comparisons of both the development and connectivity of both structures (Butler and 
Hodos, 2005; Mueller et al., 2006; Mueller, 2012; Carr, 2015).  In contrast to this, the 
thalamic nuclei of adult teleosts have been shown to contain retinal termination fields; 
however the roles of these connections are yet to be described (Northcutt et al., 1983; 
Northcutt and Wullimann, 1988; Streidter and Northcutt, 1989). In larval zebrafish 
expressing the Gal4s1020t transgene, we observed expression within the ventral thalamus 
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(or, prethalamus) (Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5); a largely GABAergic structure that receives 
visual information from the retina (Mueller et al., 2006; Mueller, 2012). In adults, this 
expression was localised within the anterior thalamic nucleus, which is thought to be 
homologous to the dorsal-lateral geniculate nucleus observed to anatomically connected 
to loom-responsive neurons in the superior colliculus in mammals (Butler and Hodos, 
2005; Mueller, 2012; Shang et al., 2015) (Figure 4.6). Alongside the ventral thalamus, in 
adult fish the dorsoposterior thalamic nucleus is theorised to receive visual information 
from the tectum, and these two structures combined are thought to be representative of 
the ‘visual thalamus’ that is seen in mammals (Northcutt, 1982; Northcutt and Wullimann, 
1988; Butler and Hodos, 2005; Mueller et al., 2006; Mueller, 2012). In adult fishes, these 
‘visual thalamic’ nuclei are seen projecting to the telencephalon in a similar way to neurons 
of the geniculate pathway in mammals; however in larval zebrafish the existence of these 
projections is unknown. Further characterisation of the neurotransmitter profiles of the 
thalamic nuclei of both larval and adult zebrafish would help determine whether they are 
infact homologues of the ‘visual thalamus’ regions seen in mammals.  
 
Here, we describe novel circuit formed within the ventral thalamus and tectum in larval 
zebrafish, which is necessary for the detection of predators. In light of these findings, we 
propose that that the ventral thalamus of larval zebrafish, which develops into the anterior 
thalamus in adults, is a partial homologue of the lateral posterior nucleus of the Pulvinar 
complex of mammals. This hypothesis can be functionally proven to be true- the ventral 
thalamus of larval zebrafish is responsive to looming stimuli, and forms a circuit with the 
tectum that is necessary for loom detection; a role that is conserved with that of the 
Pulvinar of mammals (Wei et al., 2015). It is confounded however, by the clear differences 
in how visual processing occurs between mammals and fish. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
the ability for fish to properly respond to the visual cues in the environment is critical for 
their survival, and it is not surprising that the circuitry responsible would be partially 
conserved with that of mammals.  
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Chapter 5 
General Discussion 
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5.1 Overview 
 
Larval zebrafish have recently become a valued model for studies of the nervous system. 
Their reduced size and transparency, coupled with the many homologous brain regions 
that exist within their nervous system, has led to hallmark studies describing the anatomy 
and function of neural circuits. At the forefront of some of these studies is the optic tectum, 
the zebrafish homologue of the mammalian superior colliculus, which has a well-described 
role in visual and motor behaviours. This thesis aimed to describe novel non-retinal 
projections to the tectal neuropil of larval zebrafish, to further our understanding of how 
this structure can regulate sensory processing to generate behaviours. To this end, in this 
thesis I describe the anatomy and functional properties of circuits formed within the optic 
tectum, the cerebellum, the dorsal hypothalamus, and the ventral thalamus.  
 
The tecta of various teleost species, including zebrafish, are known to receive input from 
the retina, and from a host of regions throughout the brain. Here, I demonstrate that 
neurons within the ventral thalamus, dorsal hypothalamus, and cerebellum all project to 
the tectum in larval zebrafish. I also show that the organizations of projections from these 
three structures into the tectal neuropil are anatomically distinct from those originating in 
the retina (Figures 2.2, 3.3 and 4.5). These results have implications regarding the roles 
that they may play in information processing within the tectum. I have shown that 
cerebellar projections ramify through the deepest layer of the tectal neuropil: the SAC/SPV 
(Figure 2.2). Thalamic projections to the tectum terminate in many laminae throughout the 
neuropil (Figure 3.3), and hypothalamic projections target the SAC/SPV (Figure 4.5).   
 
Interestingly, in some instances, the thalamus and hypothalamus send axons into laminae 
not innervated by the retina. In some cases, thalamic afferents target a lamina between 
the SFGS and SGC, while the hypothalamus sends axons into the space between the 
SGC and SAC/SPV. Two conclusions can be drawn from these observations. First, they 
show that these non-retinorecipient laminae are not exclusively involved with secondary 
visual (or at least retinal) processing; they are also incorporating novel nonretinal inputs. 
Second, since each of these inputs innervates a sharp subset of the laminae into which 
they project, it appears that these non-retinorecipient laminae, like their retinorecipient 
counterparts (Xiao and Baier, 2007; Xiao et al., 2011; Robles et al., 2013; Robles et al., 
2014), contain functionally distinct sublaminae.   
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In all cases, we found that afferents from the thalamus, hypothalamus, and cerebellum 
appeared selectively to innervate a subset of the retinorecipient sublaminae present in the 
neuropil. This suggests that non-retinal projections into the tectum, like RGCs (Xiao and 
Baier, 2007; Xiao et al., 2011; Robles et al., 2013; Robles et al., 2014), contribute to 
functionally distinct sublaminae, and it appears that there are RGC sublaminae with and 
without inputs from other regions.  This hints at tightly regulated interactions between 
retinal and nonretinal inputs to the neuropil, with associated integration of these signals in 
downstream tectal circuits.    
 
For both the cerebellum and dorsal hypothalamus, optogenetic experiments were carried 
out that aimed to describe the functional properties of these projections. These 
experiments were performed through activating the optogenetic protein Channelrhodopsin-
2 within subsets of neurons within the structures, while visualising GCaMP responses in 
tectal-recipient neurons. The cerebellum presented a simple case, with cerebellar 
stimulation leading exclusively to excitation in the tectal PVL. This is consistent with known 
glutamatergic properties of the cerebellar eurydendroid cells in zebrafish (Bae et al., 
2009). In contrast, the hypothalamus drove only inhibitory responses in the tectal PVL. 
These experiments do not allow us to discriminate between the effects of direct 
monosynaptic connections, and those resulting from more complex pathways.  The 
temporal resolution of our calcium probe and imaging approach does not allow circuit 
events to be parsed temporally.  As such, while the cerebellar inputs are likely to be 
excitatory (since no inhibitory events are observed in the tectum during these 
experiments), we cannot gauge what proportion of the responsive cells are directly 
postsynaptic to the cerebellar eurydendroid cells, and how many belong to downstream 
tectal circuits. This is apparent, for instance, when we consider the previously described 
cerebellar projections to the thalamus (Heap et al., 2013); we are unable to deduce 
whether tectal activity resulting from cerebellar stimulation is a direct result of the 
cerebellum, or a result of information relayed through the thalamus. Similarly, we are 
unable to distinguish between monosynaptic and polysynaptic events resulting from the 
hypothalamic stimulation. Although it is clear that hypothalamic axons do indeed target the 
tectal neuropil, we can also see that they pass through regions of the brain that have 
previously been shown to target the tectum, including the precursor of the preglomerular 
complex (Mueller, 2012; Mueller and Wullimann, 2015). 
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5.2 Cerebellar and dorsal hypothalamic implications for tectal processing 
 
Among the structures studied here, the dorsal hypothalamus provides the weakest 
innervation of the tectum, both measured by the density of the incoming afferents and by 
the number of tectal neurons that it affects when stimulated. The depth of the 
hypothalamus confounds this latter observation to some degree, since the optogenetic 
stimulation would be weaker as a result of scattering and absorption of the 488nm light as 
it passes through the brain (Favre-Bulle et al., 2015). Nonetheless, hypothalamic input 
appears to be modest in magnitude, and is exclusively inhibitory.  Given the diverse roles 
for the hypothalamus including arousal (Prober et al., 2006; Chiu and Prober, 2013) and 
feeding (Yokobori et al., 2011; Nishiguchi et al., 2012; Yokobori et al., 2012), it seems 
likely that these inhibitory signals may provide some sort of modulatory effect, conceivably 
influencing approach/escape decisions or other behavioural calculations being carried out 
by tectal circuits (Barker and Baier, 2015; Bianco and Engert, 2015). 
 
Cerebellar afferents to the tectum, although not a major anatomical presence, drive by far 
the strongest tectal responses. This functional robustness may be even greater than 
represented in our data, since the hologram that we used to excite cerebellar neurons 
covered only part of the cerebellum. The strong excitatory signal is delivered dominantly 
into the SAC/SPV, paralleling the projections from the posterior interposed nucleus of the 
mammalian cerebellum, which have axonal terminations in the deep strata of layer four, 
and throughout the entirety of layer five of the superior colliculus (Kawamura et al., 1982). 
This is the same lamina into which the dendrites of tectal projection neurons ramify, 
suggesting that the cerebellum may be sending axons directly onto tectal projection 
neurons, or at least to local circuits controlling tectal output (Scott and Baier, 2009; Del 
Bene et al., 2010; Robles et al., 2011). As such, these cerebellar afferents could be fine-
tuning the tectum’s premotor outputs by providing integrated sensory feedback, thus 
calibrating tectum-dependent behaviours including prey pursuit and eye tracking (Quaia et 
al., 1999).  
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5.3 The thalamo-tectal projection in larval zebrafish 
 
Of all the results presented in this thesis, those regarding the properties of the thalamo-
tectal tract are perhaps the most surprising. Until now, the thalamus of larval zebrafish has 
not been characterised as being involved in visual behaviours. This is in stark contrast to 
the numerous thalamic nuclei that have been described in mammals. In mammals, visually 
responsive thalamic nuclei include the lateral geniculate nucleus, the thalamic reticular 
nucleus, and the pulvinar. Connections within these nuclei contain multiple input-output 
loops throughout peripheral brain structures, and have been implicated in multiple visual 
behaviours. The thalamic nuclei that have been identified in zebrafish have, for the most 
part, not been directly compared to those found in mammals. This is particularly true for 
the visual thalamic nuclei listed above; the thalamic reticular nucleus in adult zebrafish 
consists of a GABAergic population of cells surrounding the anterior and dorsoposterior 
thalamic nuclei. Although it is anatomically located in a similar location to the mammalian 
thalamic reticular nucleus, its anatomical origin and function are yet to be defined (Mueller 
and Guo, 2009). Along similar lines, the suggested homologue to the mammalian lateral 
geniculate nucleus is the anterior thalamus in zebrafish. This is solely based on the 
anatomical location of the structure, and is refuted by the GABAergic profile of the neurons 
within it. Since the lateral geniculate nucleus of mammals is glutamatergic, it has been 
hypothesised that its true homologue is the caudal thalamus, but again this is yet to be 
developmentally or functionally proven. Similarly, the pulvinar found in mammals has no 
discernible homologue in zebrafish. It has been suggested that the dorsoposterior thalamic 
nucleus in adult teleosts is homologous to the pulvinars.  This is largely because it 
receives projections from the optic tectum and projects into the pallium, and again, these 
conclusions have not been bolstered by functional studies. 
 
Descriptions of these thalamic nuclei have mainly been carried out in adult teleosts; very 
few descriptions of the anatomy and function of the larval zebrafish thalamus have been 
completed. In this thesis, I present data demonstrating that the ventral thalamus of larval 
zebrafish is a critical component of loom detection. In mammals, the superior colliculus 
and lateral posterior thalamic nucleus (a pulvinar-like structure) have been shown to be 
necessary for eliciting visually-derived fear responses (Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 
2015). It is possible that the ventral thalamus of larval zebrafish has a conserved role to 
the lateral posterior thalamic nucleus of mammals; the ventral thalamus is located within 
the thalamus proper in larvae, however functional or connective studies have not been 
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carried out to support this homology. Nevertheless, similarities in the neurotransmitter 
profiles and anatomical locations of these two structures suggest this could be the case. 
To further describe the overlap between the Pulvinar of mammals and thalamus of larval 
zebrafish, descriptions of the neurotransmitter profiles of the structures could be performed 
and compared. It could be the case that ventral thalamic neurons of larval zebrafish are 
calbindin expressing, similar to those found within mammals. Similarly, it would be 
necessary to determine whether the thalamus of zebrafish contains simular afferents as 
the Pulvinar of mammals; this could be determined by describing whether the zebrafish 
thalamus receives either tectal and telencephalic afferents. 
 
5.4 Future Directions 
 5.4.1 Describing cerebellar and dorsal hypothalamic roles during tectal processing 
Optogenetics has been widely used to describe the functional properties of neural 
projections in multiple models. Using the optogenetic protein ChR2, I have used this 
approach in larval zebrafish as a means of describing the functional properties of neural 
circuits formed between the optic tectum and two of its afferent structures: the cerebellum 
and dorsal hypothalamus. This excitation was coupled with the GECI GCaMP6s, which 
allowed for visualisation of the tectal responses elicited by either cerebellar or 
hypothalamic activation. Because of the spectral overlap between ChR2 and GCaMPs, 
certain imaging complications had to be overcome in these experiments  The use of a 
neutral density filter across the SPIM imaging plane restricted the imaging laser power, 
and (for cerebellar activations) the imaging plane was occluded from the cerebellum. 
Improvements to the experimental design used would allow for optimal imaging in these 
experiments.  The use of either a red-shifted optogenetic activator alongside GCaMP 
(Such as the Chrimson protein (Klapoetke et al., 2014)), or the use of ChR2 alongside a 
red-shifted GECI would allow for visualisation of this circuit during optogenetic 
experiments, without the confounds of spectral overlap. 
 
Additionally, these projections could be described functionally. By either optogenetically 
silencing or ablating projections from the cerebellum or dorsal hypothalamus to the optic 
tectum, we could identify their roles during behavioural processes. It has been previously 
reported that populations of serotoninergic neurons play roles during behaviours such as 
arousal (Yokogawa et al., 2012) and feeding (Filosa et al., 2016), so it is plausible that the 
dorsal hypothalamus may also be involved in these processes. The cerebellum has a 
known role in regulating motor commands and functions, as does the tectum. Since we 
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already know that cerebellar output targets the deepest layers of the tectum, and that it is 
likely that this output is received by tectal projection neurons, it is possible that the 
cerebellum influences a network with the tectum that mediates the fine tuning of motor 
commands. 
 
 5.4.2 The thalamo-tectal projection 
The results described in Chapter 4 of this thesis clearly show a role for the thalamo-tectal 
projection in detecting and responding to looming stimuli. These results were obtained by 
ablating the thalamo-tectal axonal tracts with a laser. This technique, although widely used 
in the field, could potentially cause off target damage to neighbouring neural tissues. 
Additionally, inconsistent ablations could potentially result in different behavioural 
outcomes in animals, which would degrade the quality of the dataset. This experiment 
could be improved upon by using different experimental protocols; as described in chapter 
1.3.4, numerous optogenetic tools exist for silencing neural populations. These tools 
present a much less invasive silencing method.  Unlike ablations, they are also reversible; 
the behavioural phenotype should disappear upon cessation of the optogenetic 
manipulation. Additionally, these experiments would allow us to have finer control over the 
regions of the brain that are being silenced. This control would allow us to further describe 
the circuits underlying visually-evoked escape behaviours in larval zebrafish. These 
experiments could, for instance, allow us to determine which of the thalamus or tectum are 
responsible for the motor output that we see as a result of looming stimuli. This additional 
information would be useful as a means of understanding the entire loom-responsive 
visual circuit, from the retina to the behavioural response.  
 
My results indicate that the thalamus only responds to looming stimuli. Additional 
experiments could be performed to determine what aspect of looming stimuli the thalamus 
is responding to.  Specifically, it will be of interest to determine whether dimming, the 
expanding lines, or both are necessary to elicit thalamic activity. Further, the effect that 
thalamic ablations have on the perception of these same visual properties in the tectum 
could be determined. It is possible that thalamic neurons are detecting, for instance, the 
dimming properties of a loom, whereas the tectum is detecting the presence of the linear 
expansion. It is possible that the detection of both of these visual properties, each by one 
of the structures, is needed for the behavioural escape response.  Identifying the stimulus 
characteristics driving the responses, and exploring the neural circuits integrating them, 
represents an intriguing project into the future.  
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5.5 Conclusion 
 
The results of this thesis provide evidence for a larval zebrafish tectum that receives more 
numerous and diverse inputs than what has been previously recognized.  The anatomical 
and circuit mapping experiments in this study dovetail well with the recent discovery that 
the larval tectum contains neurons responsive to non-visual stimuli, specifically auditory 
and water flow stimuli (Thompson et al., 2016). Combined, the facts that the tectum 
receives direct afferents from several brain regions, and responds to multiple sensory 
modalities, paint a picture of a structure that is more completely homologous to its 
mammalian counterpart, the superior colliculus.  They also suggest that the tectum may be 
less of a self-contained visual processing centre, and more of an integrative locus for 
diverse information including retinal inputs, processed sensory information (from the 
thalamus), motor feedback (from the cerebellum), behavioural context (from the 
hypothalamus), as well as information from other sensory modalities. While RGCs remain, 
both in anatomical and functional terms, the strongest single input to the tectum in larval 
zebrafish, it is increasingly clear that tectal function is broader and more nuanced than its 
traditionally viewed role as a visual processing centre.  
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Appendix one:  
 
%x = number of fish 
for x = [7]; 
% %y = number of planes 
     for y = [2:3]; 
% %z = number of conditions 
         for z = [1:4]; 
            exampleSpike = [0.174567457 
                4.259306294 
                7.416382238 
                12.36376124 
                17.23528022 
                23.36856103 
                28.54410367 
                35.92793581 
                43.94358476 
                54.41688522 
                59.74267865 
                69.36074984 
                79.2211508 
                81.17631447 
                81.29387131 
                80.79730371 
                77.9644601 
                75.83079522 
                72.06637677 
                67.0424728 
                62.54859596 
                57.26635233 
                52.87415137 
                48.01779135 
                43.82151732 
                40.06213894 
                37.86502426 
                33.14356689 
                30.02684564 
                28.01289594 
                25.55886179 
                24.82892474 
                21.36234898 
                18.82822894 
                16.44720721 
                15.34620402 
                13.42816204 
                13.17075683 
                11.64029836 
                9.17631447]; 
             
            %name of the dataset 
            fishID = ['fish' num2str(x) '_depth' num2str(y) '_age7']; 
             
            %load the image as a tif and load the mask 
            %Change the filepaths for wherever the images are that you want 
            %to analyse 
            fish_temp = imfinfo(['V:\Emmanuel\SPIM\preprocessed\' fishID 
'.tif']); 
            segmented=imread(['V:\Emmanuel\SPIM\preprocessed\' fishID 
'_mask.tif']); 
             
            %import the grey values of every pixel in the tif stack, Change 
            %tge filepath to where the images are 
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            %Make i == the length of your concatenated movie, make 
            %cell(XXX,1) == to the length of your movie 
            image = cell(2000,1); 
            for i = 1:2000 
                image{i,1}=imread(['V:\Emmanuel\SPIM\preprocessed\' fishID 
'.tif'],i); 
            end 
             
            %Get the average of the ROIs in the mask of a certain movie 
            segmentstats = regionprops(segmented,'PixelIdxList','PixelList'); 
            for j = 1:size(segmentstats,1) 
                if size(segmentstats(j).PixelIdxList,1) > 20 && 
size(segmentstats(j).PixelIdxList,1) < 200 
                    for i = 1:size(image,1) 
                        raw(i,j) = 
mean(image{i,1}(segmentstats(j).PixelIdxList)); 
                    end 
                else 
                    raw(1:size(image,1),j) = zeros(size(image,1),1); 
                     
                end 
            end 
             
            %Get the raw trace of the largest ROI in the dataset to use as 
            %the background. Sort all the ROIs from biggest to smallest, 
            %take the greyscale trace of the largest ROI to use as the 
            %background 
            for i=1:size(segmentstats,1) 
                ROI_sizes(i,1) = size(segmentstats(i).PixelIdxList,1); 
            end 
            [~,ROI_sorted] = sort(ROI_sizes,'descend'); 
            for i = 1:size(image,1) 
                background(i,1) = 
mean(image{i,1}(segmentstats(ROI_sorted(1,1)).PixelIdxList)); 
            end 
             
            %get the df/f of the background  
            dff_background = []             
            f = prctile(background(:,1),25); 
            for i = 1:size(background,1) 
                dff_background(i,1) = ((background(i,1) -f)/f)*100; 
            end 
             
            %get the df/f of the ROIs, subtract the background from each 
            %ROI 
            dff_traces = [] 
            for i = 1:size(raw,2) 
                f = prctile(raw(:,i),25); 
                dff_traces(:,i) = (((raw(:,i)-f)/f)*100) - dff_background; 
            end 
             
            %Take the df/f traces calculated above, take away the ones that 
            %are too big/small from the RAW traces, which are now NANs in 
            %the dff_traces  
            %Creates a number of cells x 1 (i,1) matrix of 0s and 1s where 
            %0 = NAN and 1 = actual trace 
            for i = 1:size(dff_traces,2); 
                if isnan(dff_traces(1,i)) == 1; 
                    ROI(i,1) = 0; 
                else 
                    ROI(i,1) = 1; 
                end 
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            end 
             
            %identify which ROIs = were not NANs in the dff_traces array, 
            %create a 1D array which tells us what ROIS are actually data. 
            %Traces will be the size of the sum of ROI (run : sum(ROI,1) to see 
what that is to check) 
            %Get the dff_traces of the ROIs that are actually data - so 
            %take the columns of data from dff_traces that match each individual 
row in traces  
            traces = find(ROI); 
            true_trace = dff_traces(:,traces); 
             
            %perform correlations of ROIs to GCaMP spike. Take the size of 
            %the time series (true_trace,2) and subtract the size of the 
            %example spike-1 (39), perform correlations across the whole 
            %time series and create a array (time-39 x number of cells in true 
trace,2) of the correlations 
            %Go through each column of correlations (all_correlations(:,j)) 
            %and see whether there are any values >0.7, if there is the 
            %cell becomnes active in active_cells (therefor = 1), otherwise 
            %it is 'inactive' and becomes 0 
            for j = 1:size(true_trace,2) 
                for k = 1:(size(true_trace,1)-39) 
                    correlations = corrcoef(exampleSpike,true_trace(k:k+39,j)); 
                    all_correlations(k,j) = correlations(2); 
                    if max(all_correlations(:,j))>0.7 
                        active_cells(1,j) = 1; 
                    else 
                        active_cells(1,j) = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
             
            %Do the same as what we did for true trace: find what cells are 
            %active in active_cells (this becomes the indices in activeYN), 
            %then get the df/f traces of these cells (active_traces) 
            activeYN = find(active_cells); 
            active_traces = true_trace(:,activeYN); 
             
            %create a mask from the first mage in the original tiff stack 
            mask = image{1,1}; 
             
            %save all the files 
            %Change the name of what you call the file 
            m = matfile(['Emmanuel_test_' fishID '.mat']); 
            m.Properties.Writable = true; 
            m.active_cells = active_cells; 
            m.active_traces = active_traces; 
            m.activeYN = activeYN; 
            m.all_correlations = all_correlations 
            m.dff_traces = dff_traces; 
            m.image = image; 
            m.mask = mask; 
            m.raw = raw; 
            m.ROI = ROI 
            m.segmented = segmented; 
            m.traces = traces; 
            m.true_trace = true_trace; 
            m.segmentstats = segmentstats 
            clearvars -except x y  ; 
        end 
    end 
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Appendix two: 
 
%%load preprocessed data into a struct 
%x = number of fish 
%at the start, control+f x = [1:12] and replace with however many fish you 
%have (IE x = [1:(number of fish)] 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        %         for z = [1:4]; 
        load(['Emmanuel_test_fish' num2str(x) '_depth' num2str(y) '_age7.mat']); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces = active_traces; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.activeYN = activeYN; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces1=traces; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmented = segmented; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations = all_correlations; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mask = mask; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.ROI = ROI; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentstats = segmentstats; 
    end 
end 
  
%%create columns of zeros for correlations to perform next step 
%This makes the correlations file  number of time points x number of cells , 
%before this step it was number of time points - 39  
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zeros = 
[zeros(39,size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations,2))]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations = 
vertcat(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations,telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{
y}.zeros); 
    end 
end 
  
%this normalizes the dataset so all the DF/Fs are normal 
for x = [4,7];   
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores = 
zscore(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces); 
    end 
end 
  
%Go back to the data from step one, and make a new set of correlations 
%(true_corr) which are the correlations of only the active cells 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.true_corr 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations(:,telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.ac
tiveYN); 
    end 
end 
  
%%find cells which respond to each stimulus in tectum 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        %%Change the numbers in stim_present so they are when your stimulus is 
        %%turned on in your experiments. This will be different than what is 
        %%listed here. THIS IS IMPORTANT 
        stim_present1 = [96,296,496,696,896,1096,1296,1496,1696,1896]; 
        %num_stim_occur is a number of stimuli x number of cells matrix, which 
        %tells us how many times each cell responds to the stimuli 
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        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on = 
zeros(size(stim_present1,2),size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces,2)
); 
        for k = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces,2) 
            for m = 1:size(stim_present1,2) 
                %Change the correlation and zscore values if you want to 
                if 
max(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.true_corr([stim_present1(m):stim_present1(m)+
30],k)) > 0.6  
                    telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(m,k) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(m,k) + 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%%find cells which respond to each stimulus in tectum 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        %%Change the numbers in stim_present so they are when your stimulus is 
        %%turned on in your experiments. This will be different than what is 
        %%listed here. THIS IS IMPORTANT 
        stim_present2 = [111,311,511,711,911,1111,1311,1511,1711,1911]; 
        %num_stim_occur is a number of stimuli x number of cells matrix, which 
        %tells us how many times each cell responds to the stimuli 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off = 
zeros(size(stim_present2,2),size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces,2)
); 
        for k = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces,2) 
            for m = 1:size(stim_present2,2) 
                %Change the correlation and zscore values if you want to 
                if 
max(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.true_corr([stim_present2(m):stim_present2(m)+
30],k)) > 0.6 && 
max(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores([stim_present2(m):stim_present2(m)+30
],k)) > 0.5 
                    telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(m,k) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(m,k) + 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Add together the number of times that the cells respond 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on,1); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off,1); 
    end 
end 
  
%Make new arrays that tell us which cells respond 0-10 times, then count 
%the number of cells that respond 0-10 times 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        for m = 1 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,1} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 0; 
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            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,1) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,1},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,2} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 1; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,2) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,2},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,3} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 2; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,3) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,3},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,4} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 3; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,4) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,4},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,5} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 4; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,5) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,5},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,6} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 5; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,6) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,6},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,7} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 6; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,7) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,7},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,8} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 7; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,8) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,8},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,9} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 8; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,9) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,9},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,10} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 9; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,10) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,10},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,11} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on == 10; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on(m,11) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_on{m,11},2); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Make new arrays that tell us which cells respond 0-10 times, then count 
%the number of cells that respond 0-10 times 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        for m = 1 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,1} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 0; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,1) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,1},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,2} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 1; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,2) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,2},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,3} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 2; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,3) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,3},2); 
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            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,4} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 3; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,4) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,4},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,5} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 4; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,5) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,5},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,6} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 5; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,6) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,6},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,7} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 6; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,7) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,7},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,8} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 7; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,8) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,8},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,9} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 8; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,9) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,9},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,10} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 9; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,10) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,10},2); 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,11} 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off == 10; 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off(m,11) = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_occur_off{m,11},2); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Stack all of the totals of the on responses for each fish on top of each 
%other 
all_responses_on = cell(3,1) 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        all_responses_on{y,1}(:,x) = telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_on; 
    end 
end 
  
%Stack all of the totals of the on responses for each fish on top of each 
%other 
all_responses_off = cell(3,1) 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3] 
        all_responses_off{y,1}(:,x) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_cell_off; 
    end 
end 
  
%Get the total number of cells for each fish (So you can use percentages 
%when you look at the proportions of cells that respond 0-10 times 
total_cell = cell(3,1); 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        total_cell{y,1}(:,x) = 
size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on,2); 
    end 
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end 
  
%%Separate the background into two time bins, find the number of responses 
%%that each cell has in those time periods. 
%Change the values of background to be before the stimulus is on 
background = [10,210,410,610,810,1010,1210,1410,1610,1810]; 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_spontaneous = 
zeros(size(background,2),size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations,2)); 
        for k = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces,2) 
            for m = 1:size(background,2) 
                if 
max(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.correlations([background(m):background(m)+30]
,k)) > 0.7 && 
max(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores([background(m):background(m)+30],k)) 
> 0.6 
                    telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_spontaneous(m,k) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_spontaneous(m,k) + 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%%Add together the number of spontaneous responses 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_spontaneous = 
sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_spontaneous,1); 
    end 
end 
      
  
%%Find responsive cells based on the ROIS which meet the criteria from 
%%proprocessing 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces = 
find(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.ROI); 
    end 
end 
  
%%Make a mask of responding cells to the ON 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on = 
zeros(size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmented)); 
        for m = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on,2) 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 1 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 10; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 2 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 20; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 3 
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telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 30; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 4 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 40; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 5 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 50; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 6 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 60; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 7 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 70; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 8 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 80; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 9 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 90; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(k,m) == 10 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_on(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmentst
ats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 100; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
  
%%Make a mask of responding cells to the OFF 
  
%%Make a mask of responding cells to the ON 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off = 
zeros(size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmented)); 
        for m = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on,2) 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 1 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 10; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 2 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 20; 
            end 
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            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 3 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 30; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 4 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 40; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 5 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 50; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 6 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 60; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 7 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 70; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 8 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 80; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 9 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 90; 
            end 
            if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_off(k,m) == 10 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.cells_off(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segments
tats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxList) = 100; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%%Mask of spontaneous cells 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        for k = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_spontaneous,1) 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.spontaneous_cells_on{k} = 
zeros(size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.segmented)); 
            for m = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur,2) 
                for p = 1:10 
                    if telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_spontaneous(k,m) == p 
                        
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.spontaneous_cells_on{k}(telencephalon_fish{x}.pla
ne{y}.segmentstats(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.traces_ztraces(m,1)).PixelIdxL
ist) = (p*10); 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
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%%Make a mean of the ten trials for each cell  
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,1) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1:200,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,2) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(201:400,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,3) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(401:600,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,4) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(601:800,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,5) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(801:1000,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,6) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1001:1200,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,7) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1201:1400,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,8) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1401:1600,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,9) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1601:1800,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,:,10) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.zscores(1801:2000,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.meantrace_data = 
mean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp,3); 
    end 
end 
  
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,1) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1:200,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,2) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(201:400,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,3) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(401:600,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,4) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(601:800,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,5) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(801:1000,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,6) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1001:1200,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,7) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1201:1400,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,8) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1401:1600,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,9) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1601:1800,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,:,10) 
=telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.active_traces(1801:2000,:); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.meantrace_data_dff = 
mean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2,3); 
    end 
end 
  
%%find cells responding to a stmulus more than 2 times perab2p_fish per 
condition 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        for i = 1:10 
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            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.total_stim1(i,:) = 
logical(sum(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur_on(((i*2)-
1):((i*2)),:),1)); 
        end 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.total_stim1 = 
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.total_stim1; 
    end 
end 
  
%Get the traces of the cells that respond 0-10 times, but only use the time 
%series where they fired 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces = cell(10,1); 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_cells = cell(10,1); 
        for k = 1:10 
            telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_cells{k,1} = 
find(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.num_stim_occur == (k)); 
            for i = 1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_cells{k,1},2) 
                telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces{k,1}(:,i) = 
mean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp(:,telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_c
ells{k,1}(1,i),find(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.total_stim(:,telencephalon_fi
sh{x}.plane{y}.resp_cells{k,1}(1,i)))),3); 
                telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces_dff{k,1}(:,i) = 
mean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.temp2(:,telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_
cells{k,1}(1,i),find(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.total_stim(:,telencephalon_f
ish{x}.plane{y}.resp_cells{k,1}(1,i)))),3); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%%mean of cells responding to a stimulus in each fish for 0-10 times 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp = []; 
        for j = 1:10 
            if isempty(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces{j,1}) == 1 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp(1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane
{y}.meantrace_data,1),j) = 
nan(size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.meantrace_data,1),1); 
                
telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp_dff(1:size(telencephalon_fish{x}.p
lane{y}.meantrace_data_dff,1),j) = 
nan(size(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.meantrace_data_dff,1),1); 
            else 
                telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp(:,j) = 
nanmean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces{j,1},2); 
                telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp_dff(:,j) = 
nanmean(telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.resp_traces_dff{j,1},2); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%get the average traces for each fish of 0-10 responsive neurons 
all_trace = [] 
all_trace_dff = []; 
for x = [4,7]; 
    for y = [1:3]; 
        all_trace(:,:,x) =telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp; 
        all_trace_dff(:,:,x) =telencephalon_fish{x}.plane{y}.mean_stim_resp_dff; 
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    end 
end 
  
all_trace_mean = mean(all_trace,3); 
all_trace_dff_mean = mean(all_trace_dff,3); 
  
m = matfile(['analysis.mat']); 
m.Properties.Writable = true; 
m.telencephalon = telencephalon_fish; 
m.all_responses_off = all_responses_off; 
m.all_responses_on = all_responses_on; 
m.total_cell = total_cell; 
clear m; 
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